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Abstract  
One of the key problems with Software Architecture Documents (ADs)2 is the difficulty of finding 
information required from them. Most existing studies focus on the production of ADs or Architectural 
Knowledge (AK)3, to allow them to support information finding. However, there has been little focus 
placed on the consumption of ADs. To address this, we postulate the existence of a concept of “usage-
based chunks” of architectural information discoverable from consumers’ usage of ADs when they 
engage in information-seeking tasks. In a set of user studies, we have found evidence that such usage-
based chunks exist and that useful chunks can be identified from one type of usage data, namely, 
consumer’s ratings of sections of ADs. This has implications for tool design to support the effective 
reuse of AK. 
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1 Introduction 
Finding useful information in large amounts of software documentation is not easy. This is a key problem in 
addition to the perennial problems of out of date (but sometimes still useful), poorly written and untrustworthy 
documents that have a high creation cost (Lethbridge, Singer, & Forward, 2003). The difficulty of finding 
information also applies more specifically to Software Architecture Documents (ADs) (Koning & van Vliet, 2006; 
Rost, Naab, Lima, & von Flach Chavez, 2013).  
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ADs hold many benefits for Architectural Knowledge (AK) sharing but as documentation increases with size and 
complexity of the software system, many challenges await current Software Architecture (SA) documentation 
approaches (Jansen, Avgeriou, & van der Ven, 2009). One of these challenges is locating relevant AK (Avgeriou, 
Kruchten, Lago, Grisham, & Perry, 2007; Jansen et al., 2009) either across multiple documents or within these 
documents (Jansen et al., 2009). Knowledge retrieval features in existing AK management tools are simple and 
reactive (Tang, Avgeriou, Jansen, Capilla, & Babar, 2009).  

The problem of finding information from ADs is further worsened by the various stakeholders’ having only partial 
interest in the total content of the documents. Many stakeholders’ concerns are addressed by a small fraction 
(sometimes as little as 25%) of an AD (Koning & van Vliet, 2006). Consequently, the readers of ADs complain 
of having to wade through too much irrelevant information. Information needed to solve a specific task may be 
spread throughout the document and be organised in a linear fashion not matching user needs for a specific AK 
information-seeking task. 

Thus, despite the wealth of AK that ADs contain, they may not be used, or not used most effectively, because of 
the difficulty of finding information in them. To support finding information in an AD, we argue that architectural 
information in it needs to be structured into or presented as chunks (Su, 2010; Su, Hosking, & Grundy, 2011a, 
2011b). A chunk is a collection of related pieces of architectural information (Su, 2010; Su et al., 2011a, 2011b). 
We posit that identifying and reusing chunks simplifies finding of information, by enabling related architectural 
information, which may be dispersed in a document, to be retrieved collectively as a unit. We propose to identify 
chunks by finding ‘commonality’ in consumers’ usage of the information in ADs when engaged with certain 
information-seeking tasks.  

We investigated this idea by carrying out studies that acquired AD usage data when consumers performed certain 
information-seeking tasks. We collected both explicit data, where consumers were asked to provide information 
about their AD usage, and implicit data, where the usage data was gathered by KaitoroCap (Su, 2014; Su et al., 
2011b), the tool we developed to track consumers’ interaction with ADs. We analysed the collected usage data to 
identify chunks for these tasks. Our work is a preliminary study of the concept of ‘usage-based chunks’ in ADs. 
Our work aims to show that usage-based chunks exist and that they are likely to vary across different information-
seeking tasks in an AD. We chose three representative use cases (or information-seeking tasks) for SA 
documentation to illustrate this. 

This paper is organised as below: Section 2 explains the concepts of chunking and information chunk. Section 3 
presents the methodology. Section 4 discusses the chunking results. Section 5 details the threats to validity of our 
findings. Section 6 compares our work with existing work. Section 7 presents our key findings, conclusions and 
possible future work. 

2 Chunks to Support Finding of Information 
In this section we present the concepts of “chunking” and “information chunk” introduced in other research areas 
and how we have adopted these concepts in our work. We also review existing work in the field of SA that supports 
different forms of chunking, and define the concept of a “chunk” as used in our work. 

 

 Chunking and Information Chunk 

The idea of chunking in this research draws upon a number of areas that involve human processing of information. 
These include human cognition, human learning, perception, and the study of chess. In these areas, chunking 
generally refers to the grouping of related items into a single unit or chunk. In the field of human learning, a chunk 
is defined as “meaningful unit of information built from smaller pieces of information”, and chunking is “the 
process of creating a new chunk” (Gobet & Lane, 2012). These notions of the terms are also used in the study of 
expertise, and acquisition of language and education, all of which are related to learning.  



Miller, a cognitive psychologist suggested that our short-term or working memory can only hold ‘seven plus-or-
minus two’ (i.e. between five to nine) items (Miller, 1956). While this finding may not be universally true, there 
is nevertheless some limitation on how much information we can process and recall. However, the capacity of the 
working memory can be increased through a chunking process, where items with similar or related attributes are 
bound conceptually to form a single unit or chunk (Curtis, 1984; Miller, 1956). Since Miller’s work in 1956, work 
in cognitive science has established chunking as one of the key mechanisms of human cognition (Gobet et al., 
2001). 

Chunking can be goal-oriented, involving a deliberate conscious process (Gobet & Lane, 2012). An example is 
Miller’s re-coding of specific information (Gobet & Lane, 2012) as fewer chunks with more bits per chunk (Miller, 
1956). For example, the 9-digit binary number 111001110 can be re-coded as a 3-digit decimal number 716, which 
is easier to process and remember. Another type of chunking is perceptual chunking which is more of an automatic 
and continuous process that occurs during perception (Gobet & Lane, 2012). Perceptual chunking has been used 
to explain the ability of chess experts to recall briefly-presented positions with high precision. 

We adopt similar notions for these terms in our work: chunking here refers to the grouping of related pieces of 
information and a chunk is a collection of related pieces of architectural information. We observe that the 
principle underlying all the above areas in human processing of information is: the users or consumers of 
information construct information chunks during their usage of the information, and use the chunks in later recall 
or retrieval of the information. Our work builds upon this principle of how humans process information and takes 
it further in two aspects. Firstly, by making the derivation of information chunks explicit. Secondly, the derivation 
of the information chunks is based on the ‘commonality’ found in the consumers’ usage of information. The 
‘commonality’ serves as possible means to group information into a chunk. 

All the areas above focus on the consumption of information. Chunking also exists in structured writing (Horn, 
1997), which focuses on the production of information. In structured writing, chunking refers to grouping of pieces 
of information into manageable units, called information blocks and information maps. An information block is 
the basic unit of subject matter. An information map is a collection of information blocks. The notion of 
information map in structured writing resembles the notion of a chunk in the areas that focus on the consumption 
of information mentioned earlier. We use the term chunk instead of information map, since our work focuses on 
the consumption instead of the production of information, and, the chunking principle used in structured writing 
originates from Miller’s work in human cognition (Miller, 1956). 

 

 Chunking in the Field of Software Architecture  

In the field of SA, there is no general consensus on what the chunks of architectural information Software 
Architecture Documents or Architectural Descriptions should comprise (Greefhorst, Koning, & van Vliet, 2006). 
In addition, the term chunking is not established in SA although the following forms of chunking seem to be 
supported:  

a) Chunking supported by architecture documentation constructs such as architecture framework, view, view 
packet, and template. These constructs provide guidance on grouping of architectural information. Architecture 
frameworks such as Zachman’s Framework (Zachman, 1987), provide guidance on what the chunks should be 
(Greefhorst et al., 2006). A view is a representation of a coherent set of architectural elements and the relations 
among them (Bass, Clements, & Kazman, 2003). View packets organise view information in digestible chunks 
(Clements et al., 2003). Documentation templates such as interface template (Bass et al., 2003) and architecture 
decision template (Tyree & Akerman, 2005) assist the documentation of interface and decision, respectively, by 
providing guidance on what should be documented for them and the organisation of their constituents. Using 
templates such as these place together pieces of information that are related, by following the standard groupings 
suggested by the templates.  

b) Chunking supported by searching facilities. A search using the searching facilities of the documentation 
environment returns pieces of information that are related in certain ways. In keyword-based searching, items 



retrieved are related because they contain the same or similar terms as the searched terms. In query-initiated 
discovery of the semantic structure of documents based on words in the documents (de Boer, 2006; de Boer & 
van Vliet, 2008), the documents or the units of texts retrieved are related because of their semantic structures. In 
the retrieval of architectural information chained by underlying models (de Boer & van Vliet, 2011; de Graaf, 
Tang, Liang, & van Vliet, 2012; Jansen et al., 2009; Su, Hirsch, & Hosking, 2009; Tang, Liang, & van Vliet, 
2011), architectural elements or knowledge instances retrieved are related because of the pre-defined relations in 
the underlying models.   

c) Chunking supported by automatic generation of stakeholder-specific ADs. Sections or knowledge instances in 
the stakeholder-specific ADs are related because of the semantic information in the sections’ profiles (Diaz-Pace, 
Nicoletti, Schiaffino, Villavicencio, & Sanchez, 2013; Nicoletti, Diaz-Pace, & Schiaffino, 2012), or the models 
used to capture the knowledge (Eloranta, Hylli, Vepsalainen, & Koskimies, 2012; Rost, 2012).  

The work above shows that the onus of identifying chunks has always been on the producers instead of consumers 
of ADs. Producers apply the architecture documentation constructs, or models of AK, in grouping architectural 
information. The role of the consumers in this aspect is mostly confined to the choice of the terms they provide to 
the searching facilities, which return a set of results (or chunk) based on the terms supplied. To the best of our 
knowledge there has been no previous study on chunking architectural information based on the actual 
consumption of ADs, to support information finding.  

 

 Definition of a Usage-based Chunk 

We define a software architecture document chunk as follows:  

A chunk is a collection of related pieces of architectural information in a Software Architecture Document 
that are needed to carry out an information-seeking task by a group of users.  

A Software Architecture Document contains sections that might be or might not be part of the chunk needed for 
an information-seeking task – thus not all architecture document elements may be part of a chunk and different 
elements will be parts of different chunks needed for different information-seeking tasks. 

The assumption is that these pieces of information are related because a group’s usage of the information in a 
document shows that they are needed by the majority of the group to perform the task. Since the chunk is derived 
based on usage of information in the architecture document, we term this chunk a ‘usage-based chunk’. 

A section of a document can be either paragraph(s) of text, table(s), image(s), hyperlink(s), or combinations of 
these. For example, a chunk may consist of the following sections of an AD: Section “Logical Components” 
which provides textual explanation on the logical components and Section “Logical Components Diagram” which 
contains an image of this. Both of these sections contain information required by the majority of a group for a 
particular information-seeking task. 

We use ‘document section’ as the lowest level of granularity for chunk elements. This level of granularity was 
also used in existing work that studied the relevance of the elements of ADs to perceived stakeholders and their 
concerns (Koning & van Vliet, 2006).  

 

 Research Questions 

In this work we identify as our two research questions (RQs): 

RQ1: In the set of cases that we have studied, do usage-based chunks exist?  

RQ2: If so, how useful are usage-based chunks in supporting specific information finding tasks? 



 

As mentioned earlier, chunking of architectural information in ADs has always been done by producers of ADs. 
We wanted to find out if chunking can be based on consumers’ usage of information in ADs when they engage 
with information-seeking tasks. Therefore, our first research question is to find out whether usage-based chunks 
might actually exist in software architecture documents. If they do, then they may provide an alternative chunking 
of architectural information in ADs based on consumers’ actual usage of these documents. 

A usage-based chunk can assist information finding as it groups related pieces of architectural information 
together and enables them to be retrieved collectively as a unit, rather than spread throughout a document with 
non-useful material in between. Following on from this, if usage-based chunks do indeed exist, it is important to 
know how useful they are in supporting information finding tasks. This is the rationale for our RQ2.  

As our work is a preliminary study of this concept of ‘usage-based chunks’ in ADs, we proposed to assess the 
usefulness of usage-based chunks found for representative information-seeking tasks by benchmarking them 
against oracle sets constructed by SA professionals for these tasks. In our work, an oracle set for an information-
seeking task is the most useful chunk for the task. This is because it was carefully constructed following a rigorous 
process (Section 3.6). Recall and precision measures of usage-based chunks were calculated. Recall and precision 
are standard measures used in the evaluation of Information Retrieval (IR) systems (Manning, Raghavan, & 
Schütze, 2008). In our work, the recall measure shows how complete a chunk is for the specific task and the 
precision measure shows how precise a chunk is for the task.  The two measures are inversely related (Manning 
et al., 2008) and we define criteria that take this into consideration to determine the usefulness of usage-based 
chunks. 

3 Methodology 
This section details the methodology we adopted to provide a preliminary set of answers to the key research 
questions of whether usage-based chunks exist in software architecture documents and if so, how useful are they 
for representative information-seeking tasks. We describe the design of the two studies we conducted to answer 
our research questions, participant selection, choices of ADs and experimental information-seeking tasks, how we 
identified chunks using chunk-identification factors we developed, definition of oracle sets and benchmarking of 
chunks. 

 

 Study Design 

Table 1 summarises the two studies we conducted. For both studies we recruited participants with SA backgrounds 
to explore ADs to find answers to representative information-seeking tasks (or questions) and we collected their 
usage data. The designs of Study 1 (Manual Exploration Study) and Study 2 (Online Exploration Study) are similar. 
They differ mainly in the collection of data, namely, manually off-line versus online by using KaitoroCap (Su, 
2014; Su et al., 2011b). KaitoroCap is an online tool we developed for creating ADs as wiki pages and for 
collecting usage data. Its main features are exploration path capture, retrieval and analysis; hierarchical tree-view 
visualisation of paths; path searching; section rating, tagging and commenting; expanding or collapsing of sections, 
and page model generation to enable dynamic restructuring of documents.  

Details of these studies including instruments, full results analysis and the KaitaroCap toolset can be found in the 
first author’s PhD (Su, 2014), available from http://hdl.handle.net/2292/22565 

Prior to Studies 1 and 2, we conducted a user evaluation of KaitoroCap where its features were assessed in terms 
of their usefulness, effectiveness and ease of use (Su, 2014; Su et al., 2011a). Feedback from the user evaluation 
study was used to improve KaitoroCap. The improved KaitoroCap (version 2) was used in Study 2. The user 
evaluation study also revealed that some of the participants viewed the 'role' or the ‘perspective’ undertaken by 
them to be very critical in driving their decisions as to what information is needed. Examples of roles are as an 



evaluator, a developer, and so on. Based on this, the specification of the information-seeking tasks in Studies 1 
and 2 was improved to also include the roles to be assumed when performing the tasks. 

In our work, usage data refers to data that is related to a user’s uses of the information in a document when engaged 
with certain information-seeking task. This data can be solicited explicitly or implicitly. Usage data which was 
solicited explicitly include participants’ responses on where the needed information (or answer) was found, their 
highlighting of information in the document they thought relevant to the task, their ratings of AD sections visited 
in terms of their importance to the respective task and to understanding the SA of the described system, and any 
tags or comments they provided for the sections. A tag is a keyword given by a user that reflects a section’s 
content. A comment carries a user’s more elaborated opinion on a section. It was mandatory in ours studies for 
participants to provide ratings for sections visited but tags and comments were optional. We term the explicit data 
annotation data. Usage data that was implicitly obtained comprises data generated by the participants’ interaction 
with a document’s pages and elements on the pages, such as clicking on a hyperlink to go to another page. We 
term this interaction data.   

ADs and information-seeking tasks: In both studies, each participant was given one of two ADs (WCT and ASM 
– see Section 3.3) and two of three information-seeking tasks (Section 3.4) defined for the given document. The 
sequence of the two tasks was reversed for each alternate participant to balance-off the influence of the familiarity 
with the document acquired during the first task, on the second task. This resulted in 6 sets of tasks for each 
document.  

Format of ADs: In Study 1, the participants explored ADs in Microsoft Word or printed format. In Study 2, the 
participants explored ADs in the form of wiki pages in an Atlassian Confluence Enterprise Wiki (Atlassian, 2013) 
environment, where, KaitoroCap was installed as a plug-in.  

  Study 1 (Manual Exploration) Study 2 (Online Exploration) 

Purpose Collect usage data offline without KaitoroCap Collect usage data online using KaitoroCap 

Research Method Quasi-experiment Same as Study 1 

Study Design Studies 1 and 2 have similar study designs and 
differ mainly in how data was collected 

See explanation for Study 1 

AD Used WCT and ASM Same as Study 1 

AD Format Microsoft Word or printed documents Wiki pages 

Information-seeking 
Tasks Defined 

3 tasks for each AD Same as Study 1 

Information-seeking 
Tasks per Participant 

One of these sets of tasks of an AD:  
Set A (Task 1, Task 2), Set B (Task 2, Task 1), 
Set C (Task 1, Task 3), Set D (Task 3, Task 1), 
Set E (Task 2, Task 3), Set F (Task 3, Task 2)  

Same as Study 1 

Usage Data Collection Manual Using KaitoroCap Ver. 2 

Interaction Data 
Collected 

No Yes using KaitoroCap Ver. 2 

Annotation Data 
Collected 

Tags and comments (not mandatory), ratings on 
importance of AD's sections, section from which 
each bullet-point answer was found, highlighted 
information 

Tags and comments (not mandatory), ratings 
on importance of AD's sections 

Other Data collected Start and stop time of task, answer (in bullet-
point form), how each bullet-point answer was 
found, keywords searched for, suggested reading 
sequences 

Metadata of path, task set and task number, 
answer, other ratings (own answer, satisfaction 
with own exploration, expertise level in terms 
of the role undertaken, % of information found 
for the task, own path) 

Preparation of ADs to 
collect ratings, tags and 
comments 

Fields inserted into each annotatable section of 
ADs automatically by a script 

Fields inserted into each annotatable section of 
ADs automatically by KaitoroCap 



Participation Duration   75 minutes 75 minutes 

Participant Selection 
Criteria 

Willingness and ability to commit the required 
time and effort; and either (i) at least 2 years of 
industry experience related to SA; or (ii) taught a 
SA course, or to have provided training on SA  

Willingness and ability to commit the required 
time and effort; and some SA background 
(taken or taking course related to SA; research, 
teaching or training, or industry experience in 
SA) regardless of years of experience  

Participant 
Recruitment Approach 

Convenience and snowball sampling via email 
invitation, and recruitment advertisement on 
related Yahoo and FaceBook groups 

Same as Study 1, and, recruitment 
advertisement via local acquaintances to recruit 
students 

Participant Recruited 30 took part, 25 submitted, 23 analysed 38 took part, 32 submitted, 19 analysed 

Classification of 
Participants 

Industry, Academic Industry, Academic, Student (students with no 
SA industry/teaching experience, but taken or 
taking course or doing research in SA) 

Pre-Questionnaire One questionnaire combining pre- and post-
questionnaires of Study 2, but no questions on 
educational background, wiki, tool similar to 
KaitoroCap, navigation paths & patterns, 
KaitoroCap’s features & suggestions to improve 

Educational background, education & industry 
experience in SA, Wiki & AD experience, 
English proficiency, exposure to similar system 

Post-Questionnaire See row above Experience in similar tool; Perceptions of 
KaitoroCap’s features and the AD, ways AD 
supported and hindered understanding of the 
described SA, navigation characteristics, 
perception of the usage of textual descriptions 
and diagrams and their usefulness in supporting 
understanding, usefulness of own paths, 
common navigation patterns, suggestions to 
improve KaitoroCap 

Administration of 
Questionnaire(s) 

Offline Online using SurveyMonkey embedded in 
KaitoroCap 

Administration of 
Study 

Face-to-face, email or online chat clarification. Same as Study 1 and Help file on KaitoroCap 
Ver. 2 

Identification of 
Chunks 

Using 6 chunk-identification factors. Using chunk-identification factors that 
involved ratings - Factors R3, AveR3, AveR3F 

 
Table 1 : Studies Conducted 

 

Collection of Usage Data: In Study 1, we manually collected the annotation data provided in written form. In 
Study 2, interaction and annotation data were collected using KaitoroCap. The interaction data were displayed as 
exploration paths in KaitoroCap.  

Preparation of ADs: To collect some of the annotation data (namely, ratings, tags and comments), fields were 
inserted into each annotatable section of the ADs automatically, either by KaitoroCap in Study 2, or by a script in 
Study 1. The WCT document contained 47 annotatable sections, with 6 containing diagrams. One section 
contained two closely-related diagrams. The ASM document contained 62 annotatable sections, with 7 containing 
diagrams.  

Participant Selection Criteria: The first participant selection criteria for both studies was willingness and ability 
to commit the time and effort required to participate in the studies. The second participant selection criteria for 
Study 1 was: either having at least 2 years of industry experience related to SA; or taught a SA course or to have 
provided training on SA. We had difficulty in recruiting participants that fulfilled such criteria. Therefore, we 
relaxed this participant selection criteria for Study 2 to: having an SA background (such as taken or taking course 
related to SA; research, teaching or training, or industry experience in SA) regardless of years of experience. To 
simplify our writings in later parts of this paper, we termed participants with at least two years of industry 
experience in SA, or with teaching or training experience related to SA as ‘experts’, and those with an SA 
background but who did not fulfil the criteria of ‘expert’ as ‘novices’. We could not recruit an adequate individual 



numbers of ‘novices’ or ‘experts’ and therefore included both in Study 2. Despite that, the results from Study 2 
are consistent with the results from Study 1 (Section 5.2).  

Participant Recruitment Approach: The requirements of the specific background in SA and the considerable 
amount of time (namely, 75 minutes) and effort to take part in the studies discouraged the use of random sampling 
to recruit the studies’ participants. The reason is the targeted groups often do not respond to invitations from 
unfamiliar sources. Therefore, non-probabilistic sampling techniques, in particular convenience and snowball 
sampling were used to invite potential participants. Convenience sampling involves recruiting participants who 
meet the selection criteria and are available and willing to participate in the study (Kitchenham & Pfleeger, 2002). 
Snowball sampling refers to asking participants of the study to recommend other potential respondents 
(Kitchenham & Pfleeger, 2002). For Study 1, we invited participants via email invitation, and recruitment 
advertisement on related Yahoo and FaceBook groups. We did the same for Study 2, and, we also engaged local 
acquaintances to disseminate recruitment advertisement to recruit students. 

Research Method: To collect substantial AD usage data, we needed to define a reasonable scope for the 
exploratory processes involved in the consumers’ AD usage. This involved selecting the specific ADs and 
predefining the information-seeking tasks for which usage data would be collected. These requirements made the 
experiment research method suitable for the studies. The experiment research method deliberately separates the 
studied phenomenon from its context (Sjoberg, Dyba, & Jorgensen, 2007) to allow the control (Wohlin et al., 
2012) that we needed. However, in practice, we conducted Studies 1 and 2 as quasi-experiments. A quasi-
experiment is a variant of the true experiment research method (Easterbrook, Singer, Storey, & Damian, 2008). It 
can be used where the latter is impossible. For example, when there is difficulty in assigning subjects randomly 
to the treatments. We tried our best to assign the study participants (i.e. subjects) randomly to the two ADs used 
and the information-seeking tasks (i.e. the treatments). However, we could not claim the allocations were fully 
randomised. It was difficult to recruit highly-specialised participants for our studies and we could not foresee the 
number of participants that would actually take part. Our strategy was to obtain our target number of participants 
(12) for one AD first. Subsequent participants that we recruited were allocated to use the second AD.  

Participants Recruited: For Study 1, 30 participants took part but only 25 submitted responses out of which 23 
were analysed. For Study 2, 38 participants took part, 32 submitted responses out of which 19 were analysed.  

Participants Classification: Studies have shown considerable differences between industry and academics in their 
perception of SA and reusable assets (Bosch, 1999). Consequently, we classified the participants into either 
industry (I) or academic (A) participants based on whether their SA experiences were from the industry, or from 
academic teaching or training. For those who had experience from both, the length of experience in industry and 
teaching decided their classifications. For Study 2 but not Study 1, we also invited students (mostly PhD) who 
had taken or were taking SA course or had research experience in SA, but had no industry or teaching experience 
in SA. These students were mainly recruited from University of Auckland (New Zealand). Auckland University 
of Technology (New Zealand), University of Malaya (Malaysia), University Putra Malaysia (Malaysia) and 
Swinburne University of Technology (Australia). We classified these participants as student (S) participants. 
Section 3.2 provides further details on the recruitment of participants, with numbers for each classification of 
participants. 

Questionnaire: In both studies, participants were asked to complete questionnaires with regard to their background, 
experience in SA and AD, English proficiency, exposure to similar system, perceptions of AD, ways AD 
supported and hindered understanding of the described SA, navigation characteristics, perception of the usage of 
textual descriptions and diagrams and their usefulness in supporting understanding. For Study 2, the questionnaire 
was divided into pre- and post-questionnaire.  The post-questionnaire included questions related to KaitoroCap. 

Administration of Questionnaire: The questionnaire for Study 1 was administered offline. The questionnaire for 
Study 2 was administered online using SurveyMonkey (SurveyMonkey, 2015) embedded in KaitoroCap. 



Administration of Study: For both studies, explanation and clarification on the tasks a participant needed to 
complete were done either face-to-face, through email or online chatting. For Study 2, a Help file on how to use 
KaitoroCap was accessible by the participants from KaitoroCap. 

Chunk Identification: We used the chunk-identification factors we developed (Section 3.5) to identify chunks 
from the annotation data collected in Studies 1 and 2. For Study 1, all 6 factors were used. For Study 2, factors 
that involved ratings only (Factors R3, AveR3, and AveR3F) were used. 

Ethics approval to conduct the studies was obtained from the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics 
Committee (reference numbers 2010/528 and 6943). Informed consent was obtained from all participants involved 
in the studies.  

 

 Participant Selection 

Table 2 shows statistics on the recruitment of participants for Studies 1 and 2. We invited 80 potential industry 
and academic participants for Studies 1 and 2, and 24 students for Study 2. Seventy-two responded, out of which 
4 were excluded, 68 took part in either one of the studies, 11 dropped out half-way through, 57 submitted their 
responses out of which 42 were included in our analysis to find chunks. 

For Study 1, 30 participants (16 industry practitioners and 14 academics) took part with 5 drop-outs, and 25 
submitted responses out of which 23 were analysed. One respondent was excluded from the analysis as the 
responses given were too vague to make any useful interpretation. Another excluded respondent had worked as a 
Software Engineer for 2 years but further inspection of the participant’s response indicated that he or she did not 
fulfil our selection criteria of at least 2 years of experience in SA. Although we did not specify the minimum 
number of years of SA teaching experience, all the academic participants in Study 1 had at least 2 years of teaching 
experience. For Study 2, 38 participants (18 industry practitioners, 11 academics and 9 students) took part with 6 
drop-outs, and 32 submitted responses out of which 19 were analysed. Responses which were incomplete (such 
as not completing the pre- or post-questionnaire) were excluded from our analysis. 

 

  Study 1 (S1) and Study 2 (S2) 

 Invited Responded Excluded Took Part 
(S1) 

Took Part  
(S2) 

Dropped 
Out 

Submitted Analysed 

Industry 42 35 1 16 18 
5 (S1) 
6 (S2) 

25 (S1) 
32 (S2) 

23 (S1) 
19 (S2) Academic 38 26 1 14 11 

Student 24 11 2 0 9 

Total 104 72 4 30 38 11 57 42 
 

Table 2 : Recruitment of Participants (Studies 1 and 2) 
 

 Software Architecture Documents Used 

We considered the following characteristics of a document when deciding whether to use it in our studies: length, 
complexity, quality, mixture of textual and graphical representations, and availability (Su, Tempero, Hosking, & 
Grundy, 2012). These should reasonably suit the exploratory information-seeking tasks we specified for our 
studies. A suitable document length is critical. If the document is too short, the participants may just read the 
whole document without exercising selective exploration of the document. If it is too long, the participants may 
not be able to find the needed information within the estimated time frame. The chosen documents were of 
reasonable technical complexity and details. We chose documents that described systems that are not too 
specialised, to cater for different background of the participants. The documents also needed to have reasonable 



quality in terms of language, organisation and legibility as well as a mixture of text and graphics. The chosen 
documents were available on the Internet and we obtained permission to use them in our work.  

We chose existing ADs describing real systems in use. The first AD was a 24-page document defining the 
architecture of a Web Curator Tool (WCT) (National Library of New Zealand, 2006). The second AD has 21 
pages and describes the SA of Aperi Storage Manager (ASM), an open source storage management platform 
(Slupesky & Singleton, 2006).  

 

 Experimental Tasks 

Three experimental information-seeking tasks were specified for each AD (Table 3) and they were similar for the 
two ADs. Each task was phrased in terms of a scenario together with the role to be assumed. The role is to help 
participants to view the respective task with a similar mind set. The roles that we chose were related to the main 
stakeholders of ADs or AK (Kruchten, Lago, & van Vliet, 2006).  

The first task was to describe in general terms the SA of the system described by the given AD by assuming the 
role of a Software Architect new to the software project of the system (Su et al., 2012). The chunks found from 
here allowed us to study the common architectural information needed to obtain an overview of the SA of a system. 

The second task was to find out how to change a certain part of a system and to identify which parts of the system 
would be affected by the change (Su et al., 2012). The role to be assumed was a developer. The chunks from here 
allowed us to study the common architectural information needed for specific tasks (such as making a change to 
the software system). ‘Parts’ can refer to any aspect of the system, such as the system itself, subsystems and 
configuration. ‘Affected’ could be code, quality or other changes, or no change at all. 

The third task was to discover how the system was designed at the architectural level to achieve a certain quality 
attribute, by assuming the role of a system maintainer (Su et al., 2012). The chunks found here would give some 
insights into the common information needed to address cross-cutting concerns which span the entire system. The 
third task for WCT AD focused on security. The third task for ASM AD focused on modifiability. We were not 
able to specify the same issue for the two tasks due to the different contents of the two ADs. 

 

Information-seeking tasks Role to be assumed 

AD1: Web Curator Tool (WCT)  

Task 1: You are a software architect new to the Web Curator Tool project. You 
would like to know what the software architecture of the Web Curator Tool is. 

Software Architect 

Task 2: As a developer you need to change the Web Curator Tool to make use 
of a different digital archive system. You want to know what needs to be done 
and which parts of Web Curator Tool will be affected. 

Developer 

Task 3: As a maintainer of Web Curator Tool, you would like to know how it 
was designed at the architectural level to achieve security. 

Maintainer 

AD2: Aperi Storage Manager (ASM)  

Task 1: You are a software architect new to the Aperi Storage Manager project. 
You would like to know what the software architecture of the Aperi Storage 
Manager is.  

Software Architect 

Task 2: As a developer you need to change the Aperi Storage Manager to 
dynamically unload a plug-in. You want to know what needs to be done and 
which parts of Aperi Storage Manager will be affected. 

Developer 



Task 3: As a maintainer of Aperi Storage Manager, you would like to know 
how it was designed at the architectural level to achieve modifiability. 

Maintainer 

 
Table 3 : The Software Architecture Documents and the Information-Seeking Tasks 

 
 

The first and the third tasks that we had chosen are typical information-seeking tasks in a software development 
project. These kinds of tasks are ones that a number of members involved in the same software development 
project are likely to be interested in, especially in collaborative software development environment. Making 
usage-based chunks for tasks such as these available for a software project team enables team members to reuse 
these chunks as alternatives to searching information using keywords or browsing the whole document when 
engaged with similar tasks. Using usage-based chunks leverages previous users’ usage of the information in the 
document and can be useful especially for novice members of a team. 

 

 Identifying Chunks 

We developed 6 plausible factors, described in Table 4 Error! Reference source not found.and Table 9, to 
identify chunks from the following annotation data collected in our studies:  

1) Participants’ responses on which section(s) of the AD they found that contained the needed information (or 
answer) for the respective information-seeking task. Our rationale is this is the most straightforward way of finding 
out sections needed by them for the task. We wanted to know if this can be used for chunking information in ADs. 

2) Participants’ highlighting of information in the AD they thought relevant to the respective information-seeking 
task. Highlighting or underlining content is one common way readers annotate documents (Asai & Yamana, 2014). 
It is a common activity among readers (Liu, 2005). Educational psychology literature on highlighting or 
underlining suggests that the act of underlining increases recall of information (Chi, Gumbrecht, & Hong, 2007). 
If this annotation data can be used for chunk identification, it creates an additional use for highlighting. 

3) Participants’ ratings of AD’s sections visited in terms of their importance to the respective information-seeking 
task. Users’ ratings have been used for collaborative filtering of information (Goldberg, Nichols, Oki, & Terry, 
1992; Schafer, Frankowski, Herlocker, & Sen, 2007; Shardanand & Maes, 1995). We wanted to explore the 
possibility of using users’ ratings for chunking information in ADs. 

To determine the ‘commonality’ in the annotation data, we identified the preference of the majority of a group of 
participants for each section of an AD when the participants were engaged with the same task. The preference of 
the majority of a group for a section is used to decide whether to include the section in the chunk found using a 
chunk-identification factor. We used two aggregation mechanisms to arrive at the preference of the majority of a 
group, namely, frequency count (Section 3.5.1) and average (Section 3.5.2). Frequency count as used in simple 
majority voting (Bachrach, Graepel, Kasneci, Kosinski, & Gael, 2012), and averaging (Baker & Olaleye, 2013), 
have been used in aggregating opinions. We wanted to explore their uses in usage-based chunk identification. 
Error! Reference source not found.Table 4 and Table 9 show the section inclusion criteria defined to decide 
whether to include a section of the document in the chunk found using a particular factor. The rest of this section 
details the factors with examples on how they are used to find chunks.  

 

3.5.1 Factors using Frequency Count 

For Factors A, H, R3 and A|H|R3 (Table 4Error! Reference source not found.), we used frequency count to 
aggregate the participants’ responses into two categories of indications, namely, ‘needed’ or ‘not needed’ for the 
task. We took a minimum stance on what we meant by majority, which is as long as more than half of the total 
number of ‘involved’ participants. If the ‘needed’ category receives at least a minimum majority (m) count or 



simple majority, then the section is considered ‘needed’ by the group for the task and the section would be included 
in the respective chunk. Depending on which factor, the ‘involved’ participants can refer to all the participants in 
a group or only those in the group who provided the responses. 

 

Factor Section Inclusion Criteria (A section of the document is included in the chunk found using this 
factor if more than half of the total number of participants in the group…) 

A (Answer) stated that the section is where the answer or part of the answer was found. 

H (Highlighted 
Information) 

highlighted certain information in it. 

A|H|R3 provided answer from it OR highlighted certain information in it OR rated 3 and above in terms 
of the importance of the section to answering the task. 

Factor Section Inclusion Criteria (A section of the document is included in the chunk found using this 
factor if more than half of the total number of participants in the group who rated the section, …) 

R3 (Rating >=3) rated it 3 and above in terms of the importance of the section to answering the task. 

 
Table 4 : Chunk-Identification Factors Using Frequency Count 

 

Factor A (Answer): Each participant was asked to provide an answer to the task in bullet-point form, as 
comprehensively as possible and to state from which section of the document each bullet-point contribution to the 
answer was found. A section stated by a participant is interpreted as ‘needed’ and a section not stated by the 
participant is interpreted as ‘not needed’ by the participant for the task. Consequently, minimum majority in Factor 
A refers to more than half of the total number of participants in the group and not the total number of those in the 
group who stated the section as where one or more of the bullet-point answers were found.  

Factor A did not take into account the correctness of the answers given. Our reasons are: 1) In reality some 
individuals may misunderstand a task and give wrong answers. Including these individuals’ responses in the 
identification of chunks made our findings more realistic. 2) It is difficult in actual practice to assess the 
correctness of tasks performed and use that to decide whether to include the respective users’ usage data in chunks 
identification. 3) The correctness of an answer does not necessary reflect the relevance of the respective usage 
data for finding chunks. A low answer’s score does not necessary mean that the corresponding usage data is not 
useful, and vice versa. For example, the usage data may suggest all the sections that are ‘needed’ for the task, and 
yet the user’s answer may score low. A low score could be due to the user’s misunderstanding of what should be 
given in an answer or inability in expressing answer.  

Example: Refer to Table 5. A value of ‘1’ under a participant column means that the participant stated that one or 
more of his or her bullet-point answers for the respective information-seeking task was or were found in the 
section. An empty cell under a participant column means that the participant did not provide such indication for 
the section. For example, participant E2 but not participants E1, E3 and E7 provided such indication for section 
with ID 1. Minimum majority for this example is 3. Three of the participants stated their answers were found in 
section with ID 188. This fulfils Factor A’s section inclusion criteria and this section is included in the chunk 
found using Factor A. Fewer than 3 of the participants stated that their answers were found in sections with ID 1, 
46, 54 and 64. This does not fulfil Factor A’s section inclusion criteria and these sections are excluded from the 
chunk found using Factor A. 

 

Section 
ID 

Participant Total who stated 
 the section 

Minimum 
Majority Count 

Include in  
A chunk E1 E2 E3 E7 

1  1   1 3 No 



46 1  1  2 3 No 

54     0 3 No 

64 1 1   2 3 No 

188  1 1 1 3 3 Yes 

 
Table 5 : Example of Chunk Identification Using Factor A 

 

Factor H (Highlighted information): The participants were asked to highlight information in the document which 
is relevant to the assigned task, when they looked for the answer for the task. Following that, highlighting part of 
the content or the whole content of a section is another form of participants’ indication of their needs of the section 
for the task. An absence of highlighted information in a section is interpreted as the section being ‘not needed’ by 
a participant for the task. Consequently, minimum majority in Factor H refers to more than half of the total number 
of participants in the group and not the number of those who highlighted information in the section. 

Example: Refer to Table 6. A value of ‘1’ under a participant column means that the participant highlighted 
information in the section when looking for answer for the respective information-seeking task. An empty cell 
under a participant column means that the participant did not highlight information in the section. For example, 
participants E2 and E3 but not participants E1 and E7 provided such indication for section with ID 1. Minimum 
majority for this example is 3. Three of the participants highlighted information in section with ID 188. This fulfils 
Factor H’s section inclusion criteria and this section is included in the chunk found using Factor H. Fewer than 3 
of the participants highlighted information in sections with ID 1, 46, 54 and 64. This does not fulfil Factor H’s 
section inclusion criteria and these sections are excluded from the chunk found using Factor H. 

Section 
ID 

Participants Total who highlighted 
section 

Minimum 
Majority Count 

Include in  
H chunk 

 E1 E2 E3 E7  

1   1 1   2 3 No 

46 1   1   2 3 No 

54   1     1 3 No 

64 1 1     2 3 No 

188 1   1 1 3 3 Yes 

 
Table 6 : Example of Chunk Identification Using Factor H 

 

Factor R3 (Rated 3 and above): The third form of participants’ indication of whether a section is ‘needed’ for the 
assigned task is their ratings of the section in terms of its importance to the task. The ratings are captured on 
Likert-scale ranging from 1 (the lowest) to 5 (the highest). In addition, there are two other options: ‘Not Important’ 
and ‘Not Sure’. ‘Not Important’ option is assigned a zero value. ‘Not Sure’ option is not assigned any value. If it 
is chosen, it is treated as if the participant did not rate the section. 

No assumption is made about the value that should be assigned to an unrated section. Therefore, only the explicit 
rating values given by those who rated the sections are used for identification of chunks based on ratings. 
Following that, minimum majority in Factor R3 refers to more than half of the number of participants in the group 
who provided ratings for the section and not the total number of participants in the group. 

We are interested in chunks that include sections that are of high importance for a respective task. A rating value 
of 3 and above is interpreted as the section is of high importance (HI) and therefore ‘needed’ by the participant 



for the task. A rating value below 3 is interpreted as of low importance (LI) and therefore ‘not needed’. As a result, 
chunks found using Factor R3 include only those sections rated 3 and above, by more than half of the participants 
who rated the sections. The six values of importance (i.e. 0 for the ‘Not Important’ option, and values 1 to 5) were 
divided equally into HI category and LI category, using 3 as the dividing value.  

Chunks found using Factor R3 could be susceptible to the bias of certain participants. For example, if only one 
participant rated a section and gave it a rating of 5 (i.e. ‘needed’), this would be considered as the preference of 
the majority for the section and the section would be included in the chunk. However, by using the explicit ratings 
the discovery of any preference is based on clear indications from the participants on the importance of the section 
to the task and not affected by any speculation that we could have made if we assigned value to a section not rated 
by a participant.  

Example: Refer to Table 7. A value under a participant column is the participant’s rating of the section in terms 
of its importance to the respective information-seeking task and an empty cell means that the participant did not 
provide rating for the section. For example, participants E1, E2 and E3 gave section with ID 1 a rating of 1, 3 and 
5, respectively, and E7 did not rate it. For Factor R3, minimum majority count for a section is based on the number 
of participants that provided ratings for the section. For example, 3 participants rated section with ID 1 and the 
minimum majority count for this section is 2. Two of the 3 participants who rated this section, gave it ratings of 
3 and above. This fulfils Factor R3’s section inclusion criteria and this section is included in the chunk found 
using this factor. All 4 participants rated the section with ID 46 and the minimum majority count for this section 
is 3. Only two of the 4 participants rated this section 3 and above. This does not fulfil Factor R3’s section inclusion 
criteria and this section is excluded from the chunk found using this factor. 

 
 

Section 
ID 

Participants Rated >=3 
(HI) 

Rated < 3 
(LI) 

Did not 
rate 

Total who 
rated 

Minimum 
Majority Count 

Include in 
R3 chunk 

E1 E2 E3 E7 

1 1 3 5   2 1 1 3 2 Yes 

46 2 3 3 1 2 2 0 4 3 No 

54 4     4 2 0 2 2 2 Yes 

64   4 2 5 2 1 1 3 2 Yes 

188 2 4 5 5 3 1 0 4 3 Yes 

 
Table 7 : Example of Chunk Identification Using Factor R3 

 

Factor A|H|R3: A participant could have provided different forms of indications of his or her needs of different 
sections of an AD. For example, he or she might have provided indication as required in Factor A for Section 1, 
but provided indication as required in Factor H for Section 2, and provided indications as required in both Factor 
H and Factor R3 for Section 3, and so on. To cater for this kind of situation, we proposed Factor A|H|R3. This 
factor takes into consideration the 3 different forms of indications in a ‘OR’ (‘|’) relationship. In other words, if a 
participant specified that a section was where one of his or her bullet-point answers was found (A), or the 
participant highlighted certain content in the section (H), or the participant gave a rating of 3 and above for the 
section (R3), the section is interpreted as ‘needed’ by the participant for the assigned task. The minimum majority 
in Factor A|H|R3 refers to more than half of the total number of participants in the group. Even though our stand 
was to exclude those who did not rate a section, if the section was indeed needed by a participant who did not rate 
it, he or she could have provided either one or both of the other two forms of indications. 

We did not propose combinations such as A|H, A|R3, H|R3, because they do not take all the three types of 
indications into consideration simultaneously. We also did not propose to combine A, H, R3, with AveR3 or 



AveR3F (Section 3.5.2) because the two groups of factors made use of different aggregation mechanism to arrive 
at the preference of the majority of a group, namely, frequency count versus average. 

Example: Refer to Table 8. A value of ‘1’ under a participant column means that the participant provided the 
indication as required in either Factor A, H or R3, or any combination of them. An empty cell under a participant 
column means that the participant did not provide any of the indication as required in Factor A, H and R3 for the 
section. For example, with reference to Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7, for section with ID 64, participant E1 
provided two types of indications (as in Factors A and H), E2 provided all three types of indications, E7 provided 
one type of indication (as in Factor R3). All these participants are given a value of ‘1’ for section with ID 64 in 
Table 8. E3 provided one type of indication, namely, a rating of below 3 for the section and this is not considered 
as providing the indication required in Factor R3. Therefore, the cell remains empty under E3 for section with ID 
64 in Table 8. The minimum majority for this example is 3. Three participants provided indications as required in 
either Factor A, H or R3, or any combination of them, for section with ID 64. This fulfils Factor A|H|R3’s section 
inclusion criteria and this section is included in the chunk found using this factor. Fewer than 3 of the participants 
provided indications as required in either Factor A, H or R3, or any combination of them, for the section with ID 
1. This does not fulfil Factor A|H|R3’s section inclusion criteria and these sections are excluded from the chunk 
found using this factor. 

 

 

 

 

Section 
ID 

Participants Total who provided indication as 
required in Factor A or H or R3 

Minimum 
Majority Count 

Include in 
A|H|R3 chunk E1 E2 E3 E7 

1  1 1  2 3 No 

46 1 1 1  3 3 Yes 

54 1 1  1 3 3 Yes 

64 1 1  1 3 3 Yes 

188 1 1 1 1 4 3 Yes 
 

Table 8 : Example of Chunk Identification Using Factor A|H|R3 

 

3.5.2 Factors using Average 

For Factors AveR3 and AveR3F (Table 9), we used the average of the ratings of the importance of a section to 
the task, as the preference of the majority of a group for the section. A section with an average rating of 3 and 
above is taken as ‘needed’ and included in a chunk found based on average rating. A section with an average 
below 3 is taken as ‘not needed’ and excluded from a chunk found based on average rating. The reason for 
choosing 3 as the dividing value is the same as for Factor R3. 

Factor AveR3 (Average Rating of 3 and above): An average rating is calculated by dividing the total sum of the 
rating values with the number of participants in the group who rated the section. In other words, participants who 
did not rate the section are not included in the divisor when calculating the average rating of a section. This is 
done since we made no assumption about the value that should be assigned to a section not rated by a participant.  

 



Factor Section Inclusion Criteria (A section of the document is included in the chunk found 
using this factor...) 

AveR3 (Average 
Rating >=3) 

if the group's average rating for the section is 3 and above in terms of its importance to 
answering the task.  

AveR3F (Average 
Rating >=3) 

if the group's average rating for the section is 3 and above in terms of its importance to 
answering the task and it is rated by more than half of the total number of participants in 
the group. 

 
Table 9 : Chunk-Identification Factors Using Average 

 

Factor AveR3F (Average Rating of 3 and above, excluding sections not rated by majority): Factor AveR3’s 
chunks could be susceptible to the bias of certain participants. For example, if only one participant rated a section 
and gave it a rating of 5, its average rating would be 5 and it would be included in the chunk. Factor AveR3F 
eliminates the bias by excluding sections not rated by more than half of the participants from Factor AveR3’s 
chunks.  

Example: Refer to Table 10. The rating values in this table is the same as in Table 7 (Factor R3). Participants E1, 
E2 and E3 rated section with ID 1 and the average rating for this section is 3.0. This meets Factor AveR3’s section 
inclusion criteria and this section is included in the chunk found using this factor. The section with ID 46 was 
rated by all 4 participants and its average is 2.3. This does not meet Factor AveR3’s section inclusion criteria and 
this section is excluded from the chunk found using this factor. Looking at the data in Table 10, the chunk found 
using Factor AveR3 includes sections with ID 1, 54, 64 and 188 but not 46. When Factor AveR3’s chunk is filtered 
to include only those sections that were rated by more than half of the total number of participants in the group 
(Factor AveR3F), the chunk now includes sections with ID 1, 64 and 188 but not 54. 

 

Section 
ID 

Participants Total who 
rated 

Average Include in  
AveR3 chunk 

Include in  
AveR3F chunk 

E1 E2 E3 E7  

1 1 3 5   3 3.0 Yes Yes 

46 2 3 3 1 4 2.3 No No 

54 4     4 2 4.0 Yes No 

64   4 2 5 3 3.7 Yes Yes 

188 2 4 5 5 4 4.0 Yes Yes 
 

Table 10 : Example of Chunk Identification Using Factors AveR3 and AveR3F 
 

3.5.3 Other Factors Considered 

We have also considered several other possible factors but discarded them as we found that they were not suitable 
for chunk identification (Su, 2014). For example, consider Factor R1. Factor R1 is similar to Factor R3. The 
difference is that Factor R1 involves sections rated 1 and above. We dropped Factor R1 because it allows many 
sections with low ratings to be included in a chunk. Feedback from our oracle set definition experts indicated such 
sections are most likely not be needed for the respective task. Further details of factors discarded can be found in 
(Su, 2014). 

 



 Oracle Set Definition 

To evaluate the chunks and the chunk-identification factors, we adopted the approach used in the evaluation of 
Information Retrieval systems: recall and precision measures based on a set of relevance judgments for each 
query-document pair (Manning et al., 2008). We extended the idea of the set of relevance judgments to create an 
‘oracle set’. Our set of relevance judgments contains the judgments of not merely the relevance of each section of 
a document to the information-seeking task (i.e. the query), but also whether the sections are mandatorily, 
optionally or not required. In addition, in making the relevance judgments, consideration was taken on whether 
together these sections provide all the information needed for the task. We defined the oracle set for an 
information-seeking task as a set constructed using a rigorous process that contains all the sections of a 
document which are compulsory for the task, and where together these sections provide all the information 
needed for the task. 

The oracle set for each task was built following a rigorous process. Two SA professionals served as judges in 
constructing the oracle set for each task. The main criteria in the selection of the judges were: he or she is 
meticulous in nature, is a professional with SA background, and is willing to commit the time and effort required 
by the whole process of constructing the oracle set for a task.  

Each judge constructed a separate set of relevance judgments for a task. The sets of relevance judgments from 
both judges were later reconciled into one oracle set for the task.  Prior to building the set of relevance judgments, 
a judge went through a preparation session. This session served to make sure the judge understood that the ultimate 
purpose of constructing the set of relevance judgements was to build the oracle set, what needed to be done and 
the proper way of filling up the relevance judgment template we defined to ensure relevance judgments were 
captured consistently. The judge was also given the AD and the tasks and was asked to seek clarification where 
needed.  

During the construction of a relevance judgments set, the judge could seek further clarification from the researcher 
if needed. The completed template was later reviewed by the researcher where clarification from the judge was 
sought for any ambiguous responses. This was followed by a reconciliation session. The purpose of the 
reconciliation session was for the two judges to discuss and reach a consensus on any discrepancy in the two sets 
of relevance judgments in order to reconcile them into one final oracle set for the task. Only sections agreed by 
both of them as mandatory for the task made it into the oracle set. We did not measure inter-rater reliability since 
there was a reconciliation session in the process of constructing the oracle set for a task. 

We did not track the time taken to build the oracle set for a task because we did not impose any time constraint 
on a judge in producing his or her relevance judgments set and on the reconciliation session to produce the oracle 
set for the task. This is because the purpose was to build ‘the oracle’ which was used as benchmark for calculating 
the precision and recall measures of chunks found for the respective task. 

The rigorous construction process above gave us confidence in the accuracy of the oracle sets.  

One of the researchers and another professional built the oracle sets for the 3 tasks for WCT AD. The same 
researcher and a different professional built the oracle sets for the 3 tasks for ASM AD. All the judges involved 
in building the oracle sets were academic professionals, with an average of 9.67 years of experience in teaching 
SA (minimum 4 and maximum 20 years). We could not find industry professionals who could devote the time 
and effort required to build the oracle sets. The researcher who defined the tasks was one of the judges who 
constructed the relevance judgments sets for the tasks. This follows the use of the person who formulated the 
query to build the relevance judgments set in Information Retrieval (Wallis & Thom, 1996).  The oracle set for 
each task can be found in the table that shows the composition of chunks found for the respective task. For example, 
the oracle set for WCT Task 1 consists of all those sections with their sections’ IDs marked with * and their rows 
in yellow in Table 12 and Table 13. The oracle sets for other tasks can be found in the tables in the supplementary 
online material of this paper.  

 



 Benchmarking of Chunks 

We evaluated the chunks against the respective oracle set by using their recall and precision measures. These 
standard measures (Manning et al., 2008) are defined as: 

Recall (R) = Number of needed sections retrieved / Total needed sections 

Precision (P) = Number of needed sections retrieved / Total sections retrieved 

 

In many situations, high recalls rather than high precisions are needed (Wallis & Thom, 1996). For example, when 
finding materials to lodge a new patent or when searching for precedence cases in legal work. The information-
seeking tasks in our work also require high recalls (i.e. finding of a fairly good amount of all the relevant 
information, or ‘needed’ information in our case). However, an acceptable chunk for each task should at the same 
time not have precision which is too low (i.e. containing too many ‘not needed’ sections). A chunk with higher 
recall and precision measures is considered relatively better for the particular task, than a chunk with lower recall 
and precision measures. Nevertheless, recall and precision measures are inversely related or they trade-off against 
each other (Manning et al., 2008), where one increases at the decline of the other. In our case, a chunk could have 
a higher recall but a lower precision, and vice versa.  

To assess how ‘useful’ the chunks are for the particular task, we defined criteria (Table 11) which take into account 
the trade-off between recall and precision measures. We used 4 levels of recall and precision and their boundary 
values were chosen arbitrarily. We emphasised the recall of a chunk but at the same time wanted it to have a 
certain level of precision. The usefulness measure assigned to each combination of the recall and precision levels 
was based on our intuition of how ‘useful’ a chunk is for the respective task, as a result of the trade-off nature 
between recall and precision. The five levels of usefulness measures are ‘Very Good’, ‘Good’, ‘Satisfactory’, 
‘Poor’ and ‘Very Poor’. We think the criteria are reasonable since our purpose was to perform a consistent 
assessment of the usefulness of chunks found using different chunk-identification factors.  

For example, a chunk with recall measure of 0.75 and above (Level 4 of recall measure) contains many (i.e. at 
least 75%) of the sections compulsory for the respective task, with reference to the respective oracle set. If at the 
same time more than or equal to 75% of its sections are compulsory for the task (Level 4 of precision measure), 
this chunk is regarded as ‘Very Good’ for the task comparing to reading the whole document. With the high recall 
of 0.75 and above, the chunk is regarded as ‘Good’ for the task even if only 50% to less than 75% of its sections 
are compulsory for the task (Level 3 of precision measure). The chunk is considered ‘Satisfactory’ for the task if 
only 25% to less than half of its sections are compulsory for the task (Level 2 of precision measure). It is 
considered ‘Poor’ for the task if less than 25% of its sections are compulsory for the task (Level 1 of precision 
measure). 

A reduction in usefulness for each given recall level is then taken with each reduction in precision level until 
finally level 1 precision and level 1 recall lead to a “Very Poor” usefulness rating. 

 

  Recall Measure (R) 

  Level 4                  
(0.75 <= R <= 1.00) 

Level 3              
(0.50 <= R < 0.75) 

Level 2           
(0.25 <= R < 0.50) 

Level 1             
(0.00 <= R < 0.25) 

Pr
ec

is
io

n 
M

ea
su

re
 (P

) Level 4             
(0.75 <= P <= 1.00) Very Good Good Satisfactory Poor 

Level 3              
(0.50 <= P < 0.75) Good Satisfactory Poor Very Poor 



Level 2           
(0.25 <= P < 0.50) Satisfactory Poor Very Poor Very Poor 

Level 1               
(0.00 <= P < 0.25) Poor Very Poor Very Poor Very Poor 

 
Table 11 : Criteria to Assess the Usefulness of Chunks 

4 Results and Discussion 

 Identification and Benchmarking of Chunks 

We used the 6 chunk-identification factors to identify chunks for the information-seeking tasks in Study 1. This 
was done for 3 groups of participants: the industry practitioner (I) group, the academic (A) group, and the 
combined (C) group of the previous two groups. We used Factors R3, AveR3 and AveR3F that involved ratings 
data only to identify chunks in Study 2 because we did not solicit the data required by the other three factors due 
to the use of KaitoroCap. For Study 2, chunks were identified for 4 groups of participants: I and A groups, the 
student (S) group where applicable, and the combined (C) group of the previous groups. 

Table 12 and Table 13 show the chunks discovered for WCT Task 1 in Study 1 and the compositions of these 
chunks. The chunk found using a factor consists of those sections represented by green cells with ‘X’ in the 
column of that factor. For example, in the column of Factor A for I Group, the cell corresponding to Section “4.1 
Overview” is green and marked with an ‘X’. This is interpreted as Section “4.1 Overview” is included in the 
chunk found for I Group using Factor A. There is only one section in this chunk and its size is 1.  

The sections in the oracle set for this task are denoted by yellow rows and their section IDs are marked with 
asterisks. The tables also show the attributes of a chunk (namely, numbers of oracle set’s sections matched and 
not matched, number of false sections, recall, precision and usefulness measures) related to the benchmarking of 
the chunk against the oracle set.  A false section of a chunk is a section of the AD which is included in the chunk 
but not in the oracle set.



 WCT (Task 1, Manual Exploration)    I group (4 participants)  A group (4 participants) 

No. Section Fa
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or
/ 

ID
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|H
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A
ve

R
3 

A
ve

R
3F
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H
 

R
3 

A
|H

|R
3 

A
ve

R
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ve

R
3F

 

1 Table of Contents 1        X   X X        X X X   
2 1. Introduction  46*          X                    
3 2. Architectural Goals and Constraints 54        X X X                  
4  2.1 Archit. Significant Design Decisions  64        X X X X                
5  2.1.1 Modularity/Plugability  70*        X   X          X   X   
6  2.1.2 Supportability  76*        X   X          X   X   
7  2.1.3 Security  82*        X   X          X   X   
8  2.1.4 User Interface  88*        X   X          X   X   
9  2.1.5 Resource Use  94*        X   X          X   X   
10  2.1.6 Other Non-Functional Requirements  100                               
11  2.2 Archit. Significant Open Source Products 108*                   X     X     
12  3. Use-Case View 354*                       X X X   
13 3.1 Actors  360*        X X X X        X   X   
14 3.2 Use Cases  366*        X   X          X   X   
15 3.3 Use-Case Realizations  372                               
16 4. Logical View  176        X   X                  
17 4.1 Overview 188*    X X X X X X        X X X X 
18 Logical High Level Solution Overview Diagram 194*        X X X X    X   X X X   
19 4.2 Package and system decomposition 202                               
0 4.3 Common Functionality 0                               
20 4.3.1 Auditing  210                               
21 4.3.2 Ownable Objects  216                               
22 4.3.3 AuthorityManager  222                               
23 4.4 Archit. Significant Design Packages 292                   X   X X X   
24 4.4.1 UC4 - Quality Review  298                               
25 4.4.2 UC5 - Submit to Archive  304                       X   X   
26 4.4.3 UC8-Monitor&Manage WebHarvesterSys 310                               
27 4.4.4 UC9 - Logon  316                               
28 4.4.5 UC10 - Scheduler  322*                   X   X X X   
29 4.4.5.1 Isolated Communication Strategy  328*                               
30 4.4.5.2 Manageability  334                               
31 4.4.5.3 Distributed Harvest Indexing  340                       X   X   
32 4.4.5.4 Store File Server  346                       X   X   
33 5. Process View 380*                   X   X X X X 
34 Process View Description 386*                       X X X   
0 6. Deployment View 0                               
35 6.1 Operating Systems 394                               
36 6.2 Database Servers  400                               
37 6.3 Logical Deployment  406*        X X X      X   X X X   
38 Logical Deployment Description 412*        X   X      X   X X X   
39 Deployment Diagram 418*                   X   X X X   
40 Alternative Deployment Diagram 424*                       X X X   
41 7. Data View 432                               
0 8. Size and Performance 0                               
42 8.1 Performance Requirements 440            X                  
43 8.2 ARC File Transfer 446                               
44 8.3 Bandwidth Conservation 452                               
0 9. Quality 0                               
45 9.1 Resiliency 460                               
46 9.2 Regression Testing 466                               
47 9.3 Load Testing 472            X                  
  Size of Chunk      1 1 15 7 17 5    8 0 22 13 22 2 
  Oracle Sections Matched      1 1 11 5 11 3    7 0 17 11 17 2 
  Oracle Sections Not Matched      19 19 9 15 9 17    13 20 3 9 3 18 
  False Sections in Chunk      0 0 4 2 6 2    1 0 5 2 5 0 
  Recall      0.05 0.05 0.55 0.25 0.55 0.15    0.35 0.00 0.85 0.55 0.85 0.10 
  Precision      1.00 1.00 0.73 0.71 0.65 0.60    0.88 0.00 0.77 0.85 0.77 1.00 
  Usefulness Measure      P P S P S VP    S / VG GD VG P 

 
 

Usefulness of Chunk: VG-Very Good; GD-Good; S-Satisfactory; P-Poor; VP-Very Poor; Oracle set– Sections’ IDs with * 
 

Table 12 : The I and A Groups’ Chunks for WCT Task 1 (Study 1)

I Group’s chunk found by Factor A comprises Section 
“4.1 Overview” (green cell with an “X’). 

Chunk found by Factor R3 for A 
Group comprises 22 sections. 

I Group’s best chunk (attributes in bold & 
blue cell) is found by Factor R3. 



 WCT (Task 1, Manual Exploration)    C group (8 participants) 
 
  

Section Fa
ct

or
 / 

ID
  

A
 

H
 

R
3 

A
|H

|R
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A
ve

R
3 

A
ve

R
3F

 

No. 
1 Table of Contents 1        X X X X 
2 1. Introduction  46*                
3 2. Architectural Goals and Constraints 54        X   X   
4  2.1 Archit. Significant Design Decisions  64          X X   
5  2.1.1 Modularity/Plugability  70*        X   X   
6  2.1.2 Supportability  76*        X   X   
7  2.1.3 Security  82*        X   X   
8  2.1.4 User Interface  88*        X   X   
9  2.1.5 Resource Use  94*        X   X   
10  2.1.6 Other Non-Functional Requirements  100                
11  2.2 Archit. Significant Open Source Products 108*                
12  3. Use-Case View 354*        X X X   
13 3.1 Actors  360*        X X X   
14 3.2 Use Cases  366*        X   X   
15 3.3 Use-Case Realizations  372                
16 4. Logical View  176                
17 4.1 Overview 188*    X   X X X X 
18 Logical High Level Solution Overview Diagram 194*        X X X X 
19 4.2 Package and system decomposition 202                
0 4.3 Common Functionality 0                
20 4.3.1 Auditing  210                
21 4.3.2 Ownable Objects  216                
22 4.3.3 AuthorityManager  222                
23 4.4 Archit. Significant Design Packages 292          X X   
24 4.4.1 UC4 - Quality Review  298                
25 4.4.2 UC5 - Submit to Archive  304                
26 4.4.3 UC8-Monitor&Manage WebHarvesterSys 310                
27 4.4.4 UC9 - Logon  316                
28 4.4.5 UC10 - Scheduler  322*                
29 4.4.5.1 Isolated Communication Strategy  328*                
30 4.4.5.2 Manageability  334                
31 4.4.5.3 Distributed Harvest Indexing  340                
32 4.4.5.4 Store File Server  346                
33 5. Process View 380*        X   X X 
34 Process View Description 386*        X   X   
0 6. Deployment View 0                
35 6.1 Operating Systems 394                
36 6.2 Database Servers  400                
37 6.3 Logical Deployment  406*        X X X   
38 Logical Deployment Description 412*        X X X   
39 Deployment Diagram 418*        X X X   
40 Alternative Deployment Diagram 424*                
41 7. Data View 432                
0 8. Size and Performance 0                
42 8.1 Performance Requirements 440                
43 8.2 ARC File Transfer 446                
44 8.3 Bandwidth Conservation 452                
0 9. Quality 0                
45 9.1 Resiliency 460                
46 9.2 Regression Testing 466                
47 9.3 Load Testing 472                
  Size of Chunk      1 0 17 10 19 4 
  Oracle Sections Matched      1 0 15 7 15 3 
  Oracle Sections Not Matched      19 20 5 13 5 17 
  False Sections in Chunk      0 0 2 3 4 1 
  Recall      0.05 0.00 0.75 0.35 0.75 0.15 
  Precision      1.00 0.00 0.88 0.70 0.79 0.75 
  Usefulness Measure      P / VG P VG P 

Usefulness Measure of Chunk: VG - Very Good; GD - Good; S - Satisfactory; P - Poor; VP - Very Poor 
Note: Yellow rows are the sections in the oracle set for this task. Their sections' IDs are marked with *. 

Table 13 : The C Group’s Chunks for WCT Task 1 (Study 1) 



For each group of participants, the compositions of the chunks that are at the best level of usefulness measure are 
compared to decide on the best chunk for the group. This is done by assessing the criticality of the inclusion and 
the omission of the different sections in the chunks, for the task. The factor that produces the best chunk for a 
group is the best chunk-identification factor for the group, with regard to the respective task. In Table 12 and 
Table 13, the best chunk for a group of participants has its attributes highlighted in blue and formatted in bold. 

The tables that show the chunks found for the other five information-seeking tasks in Studies 1 and 2, and the 
compositions of these chunks can be found in the supplementary online material. The detailed description and 
interpretation of these chunks are in (Su, 2014). 

 

 Research Question Answers 

RQ1: In the set of cases that we have studied, do usage-based chunks exist?  

We used chunk-identification factors which discover chunks based on usage data of ADs to find chunks.  
Table 14 shows that chunks were found when these factors were used, except for those cases denoted by ‘/’ in the 
table. I, A, S and C refer to industry, academic, student, and combined groups, respectively. For example, no 
chunk was found for A and C Groups when Factor H was used to identify chunk for WCT Task 1 in Study 1. 

For each task, the number of cases where no chunk was found is low.  For Study 1, the most is 5 of 18 cases or 
27.78% for ASM Task 3. For Study 2, the most is 2 of 12 cases or 16.67% for ASM Task 3. Regardless of that, 
chunks were found for each group of participants involved in the three information-seeking tasks of the 
two ADs, in both studies. So the answer to RQ1 is ‘yes’. 

 

RQ2: If so, how useful are usage-based chunks in supporting specific information finding tasks? 

 
Table 15 shows the usefulness of the chunks found in Studies 1 and 2, and the best chunk for each group of 
participant for each task. The usefulness measures of these best chunks are presented in ‘italics’ and shaded with 
a ‘light blue’ background. If the table shows more than one best chunk for a group undertaking a particular task, 
this means these chunks are identical but produced by different factors.  

To answer RQ2, we looked at the overall usefulness of chunks produced by each factor. This is because different 
factors might produce chunks of different level of usefulness. Table 16 shows the number of chunks at each 
usefulness level produced by each factor. It also shows the percentage of chunks with usefulness of ‘Satisfactory’ 
and above which were produced by each factor. Two-third of the chunks produced by Factors R3 and AveR3 in 
Study 1 have usefulness of ‘Satisfactory’ and above. Although almost two-third (64.7%) of chunks produced by 
Factor A|H|R3 also have usefulness of ‘Satisfactory’ and above, this factor produced one ‘no chunk’ case. Factors 
A, H and AveR3F have more tendency to produce below ‘Satisfactory’ chunks or no chunk. For Study 2, about 
one-third of the chunks produced by Factors R3 and AveR3 are ‘Satisfactory’. About one-fifth of the chunks 
produced by Factor AveR3F are ‘Satisfactory’ and all four ‘no chunk’ cases were produced by this factor. In Study 
2, all three factors have more tendency to produce below ‘Satisfactory’ chunks. 



  Study 1 (Manual Exploration) 
Task (^)  WCT Task 1 (20)  WCT Task 2 (14)  WCT Task 3 (16)  ASM Task 1 (9)  ASM Task 2 (1)  ASM Task 3 (19)   
Group  I A C   I A C   I A C   I A C   I A C   I A C    

Factor A  P1(1)  P1(1)  /  /  P1(1) P1(6) P1(1)  P1(2) P1(2) P1(2)  PE PE PE  P1(2) / P1(1)   
Factor H  P1(1) / /  P1(4) / /      / P1(3) P1(2)  PE PE PE  P1(4) / /   
Factor R3                   R1(4) R1(10) R1(11)       

Factor A|H|R3        P1(4)      P1(2)    R1(2) R1(2) PE  P1(5) / P1(4)   
Factor AveR3                  R1(5) R1(10) R1(11)       

Factor AveR3F   P1(2)   P1(2) RP P1(1)      /    R1(2) / /  P1(2) / P1(2)  Total 
Total found  16  14  18  16  16  13  93 

Total '/'  2 (11.11%)  4 (22.22%)  0 (0%)  2 (11.11%)  2 (11.11%)  5 (27.78%)  15 
Total R0  0 (0%)  1 (7.14%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  1 (1.08%) 
Total R1  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  9 (56.25%)  0 (0%)  9 (9.68%) 
Total P0  0 (0%)  1 (7.14%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  1 (1.08%) 
Total P1  4 (25%)  4 (28.57%)  3 (16.67%)  6 (37.5%)  0 (0%)  7 (53.85%)  24 (25.81%) 
Total PE  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  7 (43.75%)  0 (0%)  7 (7.53%)  

  Study 2 (Online Exploration) 
Task (^)  WCT Task 1 (20)  WCT Task 2 (14)  WCT Task 3 (16)  ASM Task 1 (9)  ASM Task 2 (1)  ASM Task 3 (19)   
Group  I A S C  I A S C  I A S C  I A S C  I A C   I A S C   

Factor R3                   P1(1)   R1(18) R1(12) R1(17)        
Factor AveR3                   P1(1)   R1(18) R1(12) R1(18)        

Factor AveR3F  P1(1) RP  RP  P1(2)  P1(3) P1(4)  P1(1)   /   / P1(1) P1(2)  R1(6) R1(12) R1(6)  /   /  Total 
Total found  12  12  11  11  9  10  65 

Total '/'  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  1 (8.33%)  1 (8.33%)  0 (0%)  2 (16.67%)  4 
Total R0  2 (16.67%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  2 (3.08%) 
Total R1  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  9 (100%)  0 (0%)  9 (13.85%) 
Total P0  2 (16.67%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  2 (3.08%) 
Total P1  1 (8.33%)  3 (25%)  1 (9.09%)  4 (36.36%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  9 (13.85%) 
Total PE  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%) 

 

 
Table 14 : No Chunk Cases and Special Chunks 

^ Oracle’s Size;  '/' - No chunk found;  R0(x) - Chunk with recall measure 0.0 & size x;  P0(x) - Chunk with precision measure 0.0 & size x;  RP - R0(1), P0(1);  
R1(x) - Chunk with recall measure 1.0 & size x;  P1(x) - Chunk with precision measure 1.0 & size x;  PE - The perfect chunk with recall & precision 1.0;   



  Study 1 (Manual Exploration) 
Task (^)  WCT Task 1 (20)  WCT Task 2 (14)  WCT Task 3 (16)  ASM Task 1 (9)  ASM Task 2 (1)  ASM Task 3 (19)   
Group  I A C   I A C   I A C   I A C   I A C   I A C    

Factor A  P S P  / S /  P S P  P P P  VG* VG* VG*  P / P   
Factor H  P / /  S /* /  VP S VP  /* S P  VG* VG* VG*  P /* /   
Factor R3   S VG VG  S P S  P VG GD  VP S P  S P P  S S S   

Factor A|H|R3  P GD P  S S S  VP GD VP  P S S  GD GD VG*  S / P   
Factor AveR3  S VG VG  S P S  P GD GD  VP S S  P P P  S S S   

Factor AveR3F  VP P P  P VP P  VP S VP  /* S S  GD / /  P / P  Total 
Total found  16  14  18  16  16  13  93 

Total '/'  2 (11.11%)  4 (22.22%)  0 (0%)  2 (11.11%)  2 (11.11%)  5 (27.78%)  15 
Total VG  4 (25%)  0 (0%)  1 (5.56%)  0 (0%)  7 (43.75%)  0 (0%)  12 (12.9%) 
Total GD  1 (6.25%)  0 (0%)  4 (22.22%)  0 (0%)  3 (18.75%)  0 (0%)  8 (8.6%) 
Total S  3 (18.75%)  9 (64.29%)  3 (16.67%)  8 (50%)  1 (6.25%)  7 (53.85%)  31 (33.33%) 
Total P  7 (43.75%)  4 (28.57%)  4 (22.22%)  6 (37.5%)  5 (31.25%)  6 (46.15%)  32 (34.41%) 

Total VP  1 (6.25%)  1 (7.14%)  6 (33.33%)  2 (12.5%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  10 (10.75%)  
  Study 2 (Online Exploration) 

Task (^)  WCT Task 1 (20)  WCT Task 2 (14)  WCT Task 3 (16)  ASM Task 1 (9)  ASM Task 2 (1)  ASM Task 3 (19)   
Group  I A S C  I A* S C  I A S C  I A S* C  I A* S C   I A* S* C    

Factor R3  P S P S  P S S S  P P VP P  P VP P VP  P P - P  P S VP S   
Factor AveR3  P S P P  P S S S  P S VP P  P VP P VP  P P - P  P S VP S   

Factor AveR3F  P VP VP VP  P S P S  P VP VP /  S / P P  P P - P  / S VP /  Total 
Total found  12  12  11  11  9  10  65 

Total '/'  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  1 (8.33%)  1 (8.33%)  0 (0%)  2 (16.67%)  4 
Total VG  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%) 
Total GD  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%)  0 (0%) 
Total S  3 (25%)  8 (66.67%)  1 (9.09%)  1 (9.09%)  0 (0%)  5 (50%)  18 (27.69%) 
Total P  6 (50%)  4 (33.33%)  6 (54.55%)  6 (54.55%)  9 (100%)  2 (20%)  33 (50.77%) 

Total VP  3 (25%)  0 (0%)  4 (36.36%)  4 (36.36%)  0 (0%)  3 (30%)  14 (21.54%) 
 

 
Table 15 : Usefulness of Chunks and Best Chunks 

Usefulness of Chunk: VG - Very Good; GD - Good; S - Satisfactory; P - Poor ; VP - Very Poor        X* - X Group has one participant only        ^ Oracle’s Size 
The best chunk for the group  VG* - Very Good (Perfect Chunk)  '/' - No chunk was found      '/*' - No chunk was found due to lack of responses 



Factor Study 1  Study 2 

 ‘/’ VG GD S P VP >= S (%)  ‘/’ VG GD S P VP >= S (%) 

A 3 3 0 3 9 0 40                

H 7 3 0 3 3 2 54.5                

R3  0 3 1 8 5 1 66.7*  0 0 0 7 12 4 30.4* 

A|H|R3 1 1 4 6 4 2 64.7                

AveR3 0 2 2 8 5 1 66.7*  0 0 0 7 12 4 30.4* 

AveR3F 4 0 1 3 6 4 28.6~  4 0 0 4 9 6 21.1~ 

Usefulness of Chunk: VG - Very Good; GD - Good; S - Satisfactory; P - Poor; VP - Very Poor 
'/' - No chunk was found     * Best Factor      ~ Worst Factor 

Table 16 : Overall Usefulness of Chunks for Each Factor 

 

 Performance of Chunk-Identification Factors 

The results in both studies show that across different tasks and participants, the number of better chunks (i.e. those 
with usefulness measures of ’Satisfactory’ and above) produced by Factors R3 and AveR3 (and also Factor 
A|H|R3 in Study 1) are relatively more than other factors (Table 16). At the same time, none of the ‘no chunk’ 
cases were produced by Factors R3 and AveR3. This shows that Factors R3 and AveR3 are generally more 
suitable than other factors for finding better chunks. Factor A|H|R3 in Study 1 also shows the potential of 
finding better chunks but it uses two other forms of participant response and this required more effort from the 
participants. 

Study 2 produced poorer chunk discovery results compared to Study 1: significantly fewer chunks with usefulness 
of ‘Satisfactory’ and above, and lower tendencies of Factors R3 and AveR3 in producing chunks with these 
usefulness measures. These could be due to both SA ‘novices’ and ‘experts’ participated in Study 2, and only SA 
‘experts’ participated in Study 1. Another reason could be that reading behaviour is different in an on-line (Study 
2) compared to an off-line environment (Study 1), with on-line reading promoting a more superficial approach to 
understanding, and therefore reducing the usefulness of chunks found in Study 2. We do not discuss the difference 
of the results between the two document formats further because whatever the differences might be, it could be 
due to ‘novices’ and ‘experts’ participated in Study 2 and only ‘experts’ participated in Study 1, and not 
necessarily due to the different document format in the two studies. Despite the differences in terms of the 
participants and the document format in the two studies, their results are consistent: the number of chunks with 
usefulness measure of ‘Satisfactory’ and above produced by Factors R3 and AveR3 are relatively more than for 
other factors in both studies (previous paragraph), and Factor AveR3 followed by Factor R3 have the highest 
frequencies of producing best chunks in both studies (Section 4.4).   

The findings here support the suitability of Factors R3 and AveR3 in finding chunks, with the performance 
of these factors being affected by the participants’ background in SA and the different reading behaviour 
in on-line versus off-line environments. 

Even though there were conflicts between different factors in terms of the composition of the chunks they 
produced and the usefulness of these chunks, our purpose was to find which of these factors are more suitable to 
be used in finding chunks. By benchmarking the chunks against an oracle set, we were able to perform a consistent 
assessment of the usefulness of chunks found using the different factors. Based on that, we were able to identify 
which factors are more suitable for finding chunks. We found that Factors R3 and AveR3 are more suitable for 
finding chunks. 



 Best Chunks and Best Chunk-Identification Factor 

Table 17 shows the number of best chunks produced by each factor and the distribution of their usefulness 
measures. For example, Factor R3 produced 8 best chunks in Study 1, and 3, 3, 2 of them are ‘Very Good’, 
‘Satisfactory’ and ‘Poor’, respectively.  

 

Factor Study 1  Study 2 

 
VG GD S P VP Grand 

Total 
 VG GD S P VP Grand 

Total 
A 3 0 0 1 0 4              

H 3 0 0 0 0 3              

R3  3 0 3 2 0 8  0 0 6 7 3 16 

A|H|R3 1 0 0 1 0 2              

AveR3 1 1 7 2 0 11*  0 0 7 8 2 17* 

AveR3F 0 0 0 0 0 0~  0 0 3 5 1 9~ 

Usefulness of Chunk: VG - Very Good; GD - Good; S - Satisfactory; P - Poor; VP - Very Poor 
* Best Factor      ~ Worst Factor 

 Table 17 : Number of Best Chunks Produced by Each Factor 
 

Factor AveR3 has the highest frequency of producing best chunks in both Studies 1 and 2. This is followed by 
Factor R3. In both studies, Factors R3 and AveR3’s chunks for a group of participants are very similar if not 
identical to each other (except for C Group involved in WCT Task 2 in Study 1). Consequently, we cannot 
distinguish between Factor AveR3 and Factor R3 as to which of them is the most suitable factor for finding 
chunks but posit that factors based on the preference of the majority of those who rated (be it Factor AveR3 
or Factor R3) are more suitable for finding chunks. Nevertheless, when the oracle set for an information-
seeking task is very small (such as ASM Task 2), factors based on the preference of the majority of the participants 
in a group (such as Factor A, H or A|H|R3 in Study 1), are more suitable for finding better chunks (Table 15). 

 

 Comparison between Different Groups of Participants 

The following discussion is based on Study 1 only because there was only one participant in some of the groups 
involved in the tasks in Study 2. Table 18 compares the usefulness of I and A Groups’ chunks found using the 
same factor for each information-seeking task in Study 1.  

For both tasks related to obtaining an overview of the SA of a system (i.e. WCT Task 1 and ASM Task 1), A 
Group’s chunk has better usefulness measure compared to I Group’s chunk found using the same factor. In other 
words, academic group’s chunk has a closer match to the relevant oracle set. The opposite situation occurred for 
both tasks related to making some changes to systems and assessing the possible impact of changes (i.e. WCT 
Task 2 and ASM Task 2). For these tasks, I Group’s chunk has better if not equal usefulness measure compared 
to A Group’s chunk found using the same factor. It is interesting that for more specific tasks of making some 
changes to systems, the industry group’s chunks fare better when benchmarked against the oracle set which was 
constructed by academic professionals. 

For WCT Task 3, A Group’s chunk has better usefulness measure compared to I Group’s chunk found using the 
same factor. For ASM Task 3, I Group’s chunk generally has better if not equal usefulness measure compared to 
A Group’s chunk found using the same factor. This contradictory situation could be because, although both tasks 
address cross-cutting concerns, they focus on different issues. The results show that academic group’s chunks fare 



better on the security issue (WCT Task 3) whereas the industry group’s chunks fare better on the modifiability 
issue (ASM Task 3), when the chunks were benchmarked against oracle sets constructed by academic 
professionals. 

 

 Study 1 (Manual Exploration) 
 Industry Group (I) Academic Group (A) 

WCT Task 1 I > A (for Factor H*) A > I (for 5 factors) 
 

WCT Task 2 I > A (for Factor H, R3, AveR3, AveR3F);                     
I = A (for Factor A|H|R3) 

A > I (for Factor A) 

WCT Task 3   A > I (for 6 factors) 
 

ASM Task 1   A > I (for 5 factors);                                                                 
A =  I (for Factor A) 

ASM Task 2 I > A (for Factor R3, AveR3F);                                         
I = A (for Factor A, H, A|H|R3, AveR3) 

  

ASM Task 3 I > A (for Factor A, H, A|H|R3, AveR3F);                     
I = A (for Factor R3, AveR3) 

  

‘X > Y’ means X Group's chunk has better usefulness measure than Y Group's chunk found using the same factor. 
‘X = Y’ means X Group's chunk has equal usefulness measure as Y Group's chunk found using the same factor. 
‘X >= Y’ means X Group's chunk has better or equal usefulness measure compared to Y Group's chunk found   
     using the same factor.        
‘Factor W*’ means no chunk was found for the particular group when Factor W was used. 
Italic text means there is a greater number of factors producing chunks with better or equal usefulness measure 
     for the particular group.  

 
Table 18 : Comparison of Different Groups' Chunks Found Using Same Factor 

 

The above mixture of results shows that our oracle sets did not totally favour the academic group although they 
were developed by academic professionals. The findings suggest the use of academic professionals to find chunks 
for the task of getting an overview of the SA of a system, and the task related to architectural design on security; 
but to use industry practitioners to find chunks for tasks related to system changes (such as changing a part of a 
system and accessing possible impact of change, and modifiability). The latter could be because generally industry 
practitioners have more exposure to system changes, which are frequent in industry settings. 

 

 Assessment of our Approach 

In finding chunks, we used the consumers’ annotation data which carries their conscientious judgements on the 
relevance of the documents’ sections to the assigned task. We reduced the bias of individual consumer by looking 
for ‘commonality’ in the annotation data of a group of consumers.  

 
Our approach requires ADs to be consumed in order to produce chunks. The variety of task-specific chunks that 
can be found is therefore dependent on the uses of the ADs for different tasks. Both our approach and model-
based approaches entail significant efforts from the partakers. With proper tool support, interaction data can be 
captured in the background without much user interventions. Annotation data (such as ratings, tags and comments) 
is easier to solicit from consumers as a by-product of actual usage of the documents, than requiring producers to 
produce ADs that conform to underlying models. 
 
We experimented with ‘document section’ as the level of granularity for chunk elements. Unless each section 
describes one architectural element, our current approach would miss insights into the usage relationships between 



the architectural elements located within the same section of a document. We assumed all architectural elements 
located in a document’s section were being used or rated equally by a consumer attempting the specified task. Our 
approach could be adapted to a model-based approach to study whether a set of architectural elements are actually 
used in the way they are chained by formal models.  

5 Threats to Validity 

In this section, we discuss the threats that might have affected the validity of the findings of our studies following 
the threat classification schemes in (Wohlin et al., 2012). 

 

 Internal Validity 

Annotatable sections (Instrumentation) - We inserted annotation fields to the beginning of each section of the ADs 
to collect participants’ ratings, tags, comments and so on for the section. Each annotatable section was enclosed 
by a border to distinguish it from others. We did the same to diagrams and subsections that contained a substantial 
amount of information or distinct information by themselves, but with no change to the order. The annotation 
fields and borders might have affected the participants in finding the needed information. However, all the 
participants were given the same instrumented document, be it WCT or ASM document.   

Duration of participation session (Maturation) - The 75-minute participation session might have affected the 
participants’ focus on the tasks especially when they worked on the second task as they became tired. The effect 
of this on the identification of chunks was reduced through the reversal of the sequence of tasks for each alternate 
participant and by using the preference of the majority of a group in finding chunks.  

Familiarity with document when performing the second information-seeking task (History) – Familiarity of a 
participant with the given document when performing the second information-seeking task might have affected 
his or her process of finding the information needed for the second task. The effect of this on the identification of 
chunks was reduced through the reversal of the sequence of tasks for each alternate participant and by using the 
preference of the majority of a group in finding chunks.  

  

 External Validity 

Participants recruitment and number of participants (Interaction of selection and treatment) - Our studies sought 
participants with very specific background (namely, SA) and the exploratory nature of the information-seeking 
tasks entailed a considerable amount of time and effort to complete the tasks. Therefore, to be realistic in 
participants’ recruitment, we employed non-probabilistic sampling techniques (Section 3.1). This rendered the 
results not generalisable to the target population (Kitchenham & Pfleeger, 2002).  

Despite using non-probabilistic sampling techniques, we encountered much difficulty in obtaining participants for 
the studies. Nevertheless, none of the participant took part in more than one of our 3 studies. We invited 80 
potential industry and academic participants for Studies 1 and 2, and 24 students for Study 2 (Section 3.2). 
Seventy-two responded, 4 of them were excluded, 30 took part in Study 1 and 38 took part in Study 2.  

For Study 1, only 23 participants’ responses were analysed to identify chunks. These participants were industry 
or academic professionals who have strong SA background. The industry participants had on average 10.9 (with 
minimum 2 and maximum 24) years of SA-related industry experience. The academic participants had on average 
9.15 (with minimum 2 and maximum 20) years of experience in SA teaching or training. Most participants (21) 
had some experience with ADs, one had exposure to ADs from course taken and only one had no prior exposure. 
In terms of experience in the consumption and production of ADs, most participants (17) always read, and more 
than half (13) always read and made use of ADs. However, less than half (10) always wrote and only about one-
third of the participants (8) always updated ADs. This shows that there was generally more involvement in the 



consumption than the production of ADs among the participants. This is not a concern since our focus is on the 
usage of ADs. In terms of experience with the type of the software system described by the given AD, most of the 
participants (17) had experience. All in all, the participants in Study 1 had strong background in the aspects that 
we sought. This led us to believe that our findings from Study 1 are useful for providing early insights into whether 
chunks can be identified based on consumers’ usage of ADs. 

For Study 2, only 19 participants’ responses were analysed to identify chunks. These participants were a mixture 
of SA ‘experts’ and ‘novices’ as we could not recruit an adequate individual numbers of ‘novices’ or ‘experts’. 
Therefore, we are not discussing the participants’ background like what we did above for Study 1, and we are 
very cautious in stating any findings from Study 2. Nevertheless, the results from Study 2 are consistent with the 
results from Study 1. In terms of factors producing better chunks, the number of chunks with usefulness measure 
of ‘Satisfactory’ and above produced by Factors R3 and AveR3 are relatively more than other factors, in both 
studies. In terms of factors producing best chunks, Factor AveR3 followed by Factor R3 have the highest 
frequencies of producing best chunks in both studies.  

Choices of ADs and information-seeking tasks (Interaction of setting and treatment) – To make the object of 
exploration as realistic as possible, we used WCT and ASM ADs that are existing ADs describing real systems in 
use (Section 3.3). Two of the information-seeking tasks in our studies are typical information-seeking tasks in a 
software development project. They are finding out about the SA of a system, and finding out how a system was 
designed at the architectural level to achieve certain quality attribute, namely, security and modifiability (Section 
3.4). These kinds of tasks are ones that a number of members involved in the same software development project 
are likely to be interested in, especially in collaborative software development environment. Making usage-based 
chunks for tasks of similar genres available for a software project team enables team members to reuse these 
chunks as alternatives to searching information using keywords or browsing the whole document when engaged 
with similar tasks. Using usage-based chunks leverages previous users’ usage of the information in the document 
and can be useful especially for novice members of a team.  

 

 Construct Validity 

The ADs Used (Mono-operation bias) - The ADs used might have affected the results of the studies. We mitigated 
this risk by using two ADs, and by selecting them carefully (Section 3.3). 

The Information-Seeking Tasks (Mono-operation bias) - The information-seeking tasks could have affected our 
results. We mitigated this by using 3 tasks and refined the specification of these tasks based on the feedback from 
the user evaluation study.  

 

 Conclusion Validity 

Personal bias of participants (Random heterogeneity of subjects) - Different participants attempting the same task 
could have interpreted the task differently. They could have adopted different strategies to answering the same 
task. They could also have different ideas of the concepts (SA, security and modifiability) involved in the first 
and third tasks of both ADs. We mitigated these risks partially by asking participants to seek clarifications from 
us. In addition, the effect of the inherent differences of the participants on the identification of chunks was reduced 
by using the preference of the majority of a group in finding chunks. 

Benchmarking Against Oracle Sets (Reliability of measures) - Some may argue that an oracle set is subjected to 
the people involved in its construction and a different oracle set would probably change our results. Relevance 
judgments (Wallis & Thom, 1996) is the basis of our oracle sets. The instability of relevance judgments (Wallis 
& Thom, 1996) is nothing new. However, they could still be used to compare the ‘relative’ effectiveness of IR 
systems (Lesk & Salton, 1968). It has been shown that regardless of which person’s set of relevance judgments is 
used to compare the ‘relative’ effectiveness of IR systems, a technique for IR that performs well on one set of 
judgments would perform well on other sets of judgments (Lesk & Salton, 1968; Wallis & Thom, 1996). 



The use of oracle sets in our studies is similar to the use of relevance judgments in IR systems evaluation. Our 
oracle sets were used to compare the ‘relative’ usefulness of chunks and the ‘relative’ performance of the chunk-
identification factors. Following that, changing to different oracle sets would most likely has minimal effect on 
our overall findings, which are, usage-based chunks exist and factors based on the preference of the majority of 
those who rated (be it Factor AveR3 or R3) show potential in finding chunks of ‘Satisfactory’ usefulness.  

As a form of verification of our oracle sets, we identified the oracle set’s sections which were totally excluded by 
all chunk-identification factors (i.e. the section did not appear in any chunk found, including the ‘no chunk’ cases), 
and false sections included by all factors, across all groups of participants for a particular information-seeking 
task. We found some disagreement between the sections needed by the participants for a particular task and the 
sections in the oracle set. Nevertheless, totally-excluded oracle sets’ sections were found for only 3 tasks in Studies 
1 and 2 respectively, and their numbers were small (with at most 18.8% or 3 sections for WCT Task 3 in Study 
1). As for totally-included false sections, they (5) were found only for ASM Task 2 in Study 2. 

No involvement of judges from industry in the construction of the oracle sets could be a threat to the validity of 
our results. However, as in Section 4.5, we found that our oracle sets did not totally favour the academic groups 
although they were developed by academic professionals. We found a mixture of results for Study 1 (Table 18): 
For WCT Task 1, WCT Task 3 and ASM Task 1, Academic (A) Group’s chunk has better or equal usefulness 
measure compared to Industry (I) Group’s chunk found using the same factor, except for when no chunk was 
found for A Group when Factor H was used for WCT Task 1. For the other 3 information-seeking tasks, I Group’s 
chunks has better or equal usefulness measure compared to A Group’s chunk found using the same factor, except 
when Factor A was used for WCT Task 2. We excluded Study 2 from our discussion here because there was only 
one participant in some of the groups involved in the tasks in Study 2. 

It seems that which group’s chunks are of better usefulness measure is affected by the information-seeking task. 
For each task (except ASM Task 2), regardless of whether A or I Group is the winning group, chunk found using 
Factor AveR3 or R3 for the winning group is always the best chunk among the chunks found using the different 
factors (Study 1 in Table 15). Therefore, our overall findings still hold, namely, usage-based chunks exist and 
factors based on the preference of the majority of those who rated (be it Factor AveR3 or R3) show potential in 
finding chunks.  

6 Related Work 

 Existing Approaches in Finding of Architectural Information 

To assist finding of information, a reading guide for a document can be produced by applying Latent Semantic 
Analysis (LSA) to the document’s sections. Although to a lesser extent, this will encounter the same limitations 
as when LSA was applied to a set of documents, which are, results are dependent on the initial query terms and 
human interpretation is needed to select suggested documents (or sections) to read (de Boer & van Vliet, 2008). 
Usage-based chunks in our work are found based on the consumers’ actual usage of the content of the documents 
whereas reading guides produced by LSA are based on the documents’ content as described by the documents’ 
producers. These two types of reading guides complement each other. 

Some studies have been using formal models to capture AK as a prelude to support finding of AK (Avgeriou et 
al., 2007; de Boer & van Vliet, 2011; de Graaf et al., 2012; Jansen et al., 2009; Su et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2011). 
Approaches that use formal models assist knowledge retrieval by enabling automated reasoning and querying. 
Nevertheless, model-based approaches entail rigidity. The producers need to follow the underlying models and be 
consistent in labelling the knowledge instances (de Graaf et al., 2012). In addition, the learning curve is steeper 
and there is less support for unstructured or semi-structured knowledge (de Boer & van Vliet, 2011). 

A number of studies have been focusing on automatically generating stakeholder-specific ADs as a means to help 
stakeholders in finding architectural information. These studies are described in the next three paragraphs.  



Nicoletti et al. personalised ADs’ content to suit the information needs of stakeholders by calculating the similarity 
measures between the stakeholders’ profiles and the profiles of sections of an AD (Diaz-Pace et al., 2013; Nicoletti 
et al., 2012). They also used a stakeholder’s perception (in the form of comments given) of an AD to personalise 
future version of the AD for him or her. They implemented their approach in a recommendation tool with 
promising preliminary results (Nicoletti, Diaz-Pace, Schiaffino, Tommasel, & Godoy, 2014). Both the work of 
Nicoletti et al. and ours make use of data of users’ usage of documents. They use a user’s interaction data (such 
as number of visits, mouse clicks and so on) to infer his or her interests to enrich the basic user profile (Nicoletti 
et al., 2014). Basic user profiles were derived from View & Beyond characterisation of stakeholders (Clements et 
al., 2010). Our work differs by using annotation data (such as ratings) provided by multiple users to identify 
chunks that comprises sections of an AD needed for an information-seeking task.  

TopDocs (Eloranta et al., 2012) dynamically generates topical ADs using information in an Architectural 
Knowledge Base (AKB). A topical document is an information package tailored to a specific task or concern at 
hand. The information in AKB is organised based on a meta-model. The approach involves looking at the meta-
model from the viewpoint of a particular stakeholder, finding the meta-model elements that identify a major 
concern for the stakeholder and retrieving all connected elements to include them in the topical document.  

Rost et al. proposed to generate a task-specific architecture documentation for each individual developer from 
general documentation (Rost, 2012). A Software Architect creates a specification for a developer’s task, which is 
used to produce architecture documentation based on pre-defined identification and representation models. 
Identification model contains rules that specify which architectural elements can be classified as relevant and will 
be included, and representation model specifies how the relevant elements will be represented in the generated 
documentation. They focus on architecture documentation in the form of architecture models.  

Compared to the studies above that automatically generate specialised ADs, the exploration paths in our 
KaitoroCap automatically extract contents needed and dynamically restructures an existing AD based on 
consumers’ actual usage of the AD. TopDocs (Eloranta et al., 2012) and Rost et al.’s work on task-specific 
documents (Rost, 2012) are fundamentally model-based. Model-based approaches as mentioned earlier suffer in 
terms of rigidity, steeper learning curve and less support for unstructured or semi-structured knowledge. The work 
of Nicoletti et al. (Diaz-Pace et al., 2013; Nicoletti et al., 2012) uses the semantic information in the content of 
the sections of a document, to identify sections relevant to a stakeholder. Eloranta et al. (Eloranta et al., 2012) and 
Rost et al. (Rost, 2012) employ models to capture the architectural elements, for identifying the relevant 
architectural elements to include in the specialised ADs. Our approach uses more abstract quality of the content 
of the sections to determine relevance. For example, users’ ratings of the sections’ importance to the assigned task. 

 

 Leveraging Usage Data 

Our basic idea in identifying chunks is by finding ‘commonality’ in the consumers’ usage of the information in 
ADs when engaged with certain information-seeking task. In relation to that, this section presents the related 
works in leveraging the data of previous consumers’ usage of some artefacts (such as documents, source code and 
so on) to assist information finding by other consumers. These related works span a number of areas that are inter-
related but with different focuses. These areas are computational wear (Hill & Hollan, 1994; Hill, Hollan, 
Wroblewski, & McCandless, 1992), social navigation (Dieberger, Dourish, Höök, Resnick, & Wexelblat, 2000; 
Dourish & Chalmers, 1994; Munro, Hook, & Benyon, 1999), collaborative filtering (CF) (Goldberg et al., 1992; 
Schafer et al., 2007; Shardanand & Maes, 1995), social filtering (Lerman, 2007), wear-based filtering (DeLine, 
Khella, Czerwinski, & Robertson, 2005), and the set of studies on Degree-Of-Interest (DOI) model (Elves, 2014; 
Kersten & Gail, 2005, 2006; Tasktop Technologies Inc., 2013) and Degree-Of-Knowledge (DOK) (Thomas et al. 
2010).  

Table 19 compare these works and ours. They are compared in terms of task specificity, type of usage data being 
leveraged, source of usage data, type of artefact of which usage data is being leveraged, and the type of 
collaboration involved. 



In terms of task specificity, most of the existing works aggregate usage data collected for multiple tasks instead 
of for individual task. One exception is the later study on DOI model (Kersten & Gail, 2006). In fact, there is no 
clear emphasis on the notion of task in existing works, except for the studies on DOI and DOK. We think that task 
is an important notion in information finding. We also think that a particular task drives the information 
exploration process and scopes the set of information or sections from a document needed for the task. Therefore, 
the aggregation of usage data in our work is task-specific instead of spanning across multiple tasks.  

The type of usage data leveraged is either interaction, annotation data, or both. Interaction data used includes: 
approximation of time spent on an artefact based on lower-level interaction events with editor as in Zmacs Editor  
(Hill et al., 1992); sequence of visiting artefacts or path as in IBM’s WBI (Maglio & Barrett, 2000) and Footprints 
(Wexelblat & Maes, 1999); frequencies of visiting artefacts as in Team Tracks (DeLine, Czerwinski, & Robertson, 
2005; DeLine, Khella, et al., 2005); frequencies of visiting artefacts and recentness of interactions as in Mylar 
(Kersten & Gail, 2006) or Mylyn (The Eclipse Foundation, 2013), in Tasktop (Elves, 2014) or Tasktop Dev 
(Tasktop Technologies Inc., 2013), and in DOK model (Thomas, Jingwen, Gail, & Emerson, 2010). Annotation 
data used includes ratings, tag, comment in Tapestry (Goldberg et al., 1992); vote and tagging in Diggs (Lerman, 
2007), Reddit (Reddit Inc., 2014), and Flickr (Yahoo! Inc., 2013); and percentage of users who followed a 
hyperlink as in Footprints (Wexelblat & Maes, 1999). In summary, computational wear (in particular Zmacs 
Editor (Hill et al., 1992)), wear-based filtering and studies on DOI and DOK leverage interaction data. 
Collaborative and social filtering leverage annotation data. Social navigation leverages both data types. Our 
current work on chunks identification leverages annotation data. Comparing to interaction data (such as frequency 
of visit) which is at a more superficial level, annotation data carries the consumers’ conscientious judgments (in 
the forms of ratings and so on) on whether a document’s sections are needed for a particular task.  

In terms of the source of usage data being leveraged, most of the existing works leverage the aggregated usage 
data of multiple users instead of leveraging the usage data of a single user. One exception is the studies on DOI 
and DOK that leverage a user’s own instead of others’ usage data. Our aggregation involves usage data of multiple 
users instead of single user, but differs from existing works since ours is task-specific. 

The types of artefact of which usage data are being leveraged range from unstructured to structured data. The 
former include document, with a line of text as in Zmacs Editor (Hill et al., 1992) or a page as in IBM’s WBI 
(Maglio & Barrett, 2000), Footprints (Wexelblat & Maes, 1999) and CoWEB (Dieberger & Guzdial, 2003), 
Tasktop (Elves, 2014) or Tasktop Dev (Tasktop Technologies Inc., 2013), as the level of granularity. The more 
structured data include news as in Tapestry (Goldberg et al., 1992), Diggs (Lerman, 2007), and Reddit (Reddit 
Inc., 2014); media, such as photos as in Flickr (Yahoo! Inc., 2013); and source code as in Team Tracks (DeLine, 
Czerwinski, et al., 2005; DeLine, Khella, et al., 2005) and Mylar (Kersten & Gail, 2006) or Mylyn (The Eclipse 
Foundation, 2013). The type of artefact involved is dependent on the specific purpose of the particular study. The 
type of artefact in our work is semi-structured ADs. Our purpose is to find chunks to assist information finding in 
these documents. We focused on per section basis of a document. To us, individual lines as in Zmacs Editor are 
too low a level for chunking of architectural information. 

The type of collaboration involved is either implicit, explicit or both. Users’ identities are unknown in implicit 
collaboration, but exposed and might affect the users in explicit collaboration. Generally, implicit collaboration 
is involved in existing works, except for areas that overtly emphasise collaboration in information finding, such 
as social and collaborative filtering. Our work involves implicit collaboration. We aggregated the usage data of 
all users performing the same task and they did not know the identities of each other when performing the task. 

 

 

 



 Key Features Task 
Specificity 

Type of Usage 
Data 

Source of 
Usage 
Data  

Type of 
Artefact 

Type of 
Collaborati
on 

Computational 
Wear (Hill & 
Hollan, 1994; 
Hill et al., 
1992) 

Makes users' 
interaction 
history with 
computational 
objects part of 
the objects to 
create 'usage 
wear'. 

Multiple 
Tasks - 
Zmacs 
Editor (Hill 
et al., 1992) 

Interaction 
(approximate 
time spent) - 
read wear in 
Zmacs Editor 
(Hill et al., 
1992) 

Multiple 
Users 

Document 
(line of text) - 
Zmacs Editor 
(Hill et al., 
1992) 

Implicit 

Social 
Navigation 
(SN) (Dieberger 
et al., 2000; 
Dourish & 
Chalmers, 
1994; Munro et 
al., 1999) 

Information 
navigation 
mechanism based 
on the behaviour 
of other people 
manifested as 
navigation traces 
or ‘footprints’; 
Navigation traces 
are dynamically 
grown; 
Personalised to 
the user; 
Aggregated 
behaviour of a 
community 
(optional). 

Multiple 
Tasks 

Interaction 
(path) - IBM's 
WBI (Maglio 
& Barrett, 
2000);  
Interaction 
(traffic through 
pages of web 
site, aggregated 
path) -  
Footprints 
(Wexelblat & 
Maes, 1999);  
Annotation (% 
of users who 
followed  link; 
comment) – 
Footprints 
(Wexelblat & 
Maes, 1999) 

Single and 
Multiple 
Users 

Document 
(web pages) - 
IBM's WBI 
(Maglio & 
Barrett, 
2000), 
Footprint 
(Wexelblat & 
Maes, 1999), 
CoWEB 
(Dieberger & 
Guzdial, 
2003); 
Document 
(line of text) - 
Zmacs Editor 
Hill et al., 
1992)  

Implicit 

Collaborative 
Filtering (CF) 
/Social 
Information 
Filtering 
(Goldberg et al., 
1992; Schafer et 
al., 2007; 
Shardanand & 
Maes, 1995) 

People 
collaborate by 
recording their 
opinions as 
annotations on 
information read. 
The annotations 
are used as filters 
to sieve the 
information to 
receive. 
 

Multiple 
Tasks 

Annotation 
(ratings, tag, 
comment) –
Tapestry 
(Goldberg et 
al., 1992) 

Multiple 
Users 

News in 
moderated 
newsgroups- 
Tapestry 
(Goldberg et 
al., 1992); 

Implicit;  
Explicit 
(filter for 
items 
annotated 
by certain 
user – 
Tapestry 
(Goldberg 
et al., 
1992)) 

Social Filtering 
/ Social 
Recommendatio
n / Social 
Information 
processing 
(Lerman, 2007) 

Users choose 
people with 
similar interests 
to form explicit 
social networks 
to find items-of-
interest; Includes 
social media & 
media sharing 
sites; Extends CF 
to use social 
networks for 
filtering; Refines 
SN to centre on 

Multiple 
Tasks 

Annotation 
(tag, voting) – 
Diggs (Lerman, 
2007), Reddit 
(Reddit Inc., 
2014), Flickr 
(Yahoo! Inc., 
2013) 

Multiple 
Users 

News – Diggs 
(Lerman, 
2007), Reddit 
(Reddit Inc., 
2014);  
Photo – 
Flickr 
(Yahoo! Inc., 
2013)  

Explicit 
(identities 
of 
community’
s members 
are 
exposed) 



explicit social 
networks. 
 

Wear-based 
Filtering 
(DeLine, 
Khella, et al., 
2005) 

Combines 
computational 
wear and CF, and 
uses users’ 
interaction 
history with code 
elements to filter 
interface of IDE. 

Multiple 
Tasks -  
Team 
Tracks 
(DeLine, 
Czerwinski, 
et al., 2005; 
DeLine, 
Khella, et 
al., 2005) 

Interaction 
(frequency of 
visit) - Team 
Tracks 
(DeLine, 
Czerwinski, et 
al., 2005; 
DeLine, 
Khella, et al., 
2005) 

Multiple 
Users 

Source Code 
- Team 
Tracks 
(DeLine, 
Czerwinski, 
et al., 2005; 
DeLine, 
Khella, et al., 
2005) 

Implicit 

Degree-Of-
Interest (DOI) 
Model (Elves, 
2014; Kersten 
& Gail, 2005, 
2006; Tasktop 
Technologies 
Inc., 2013) 

DOI model 
(relevance of 
code elements to 
current task, 
constructed from 
a programmer 
owns interaction 
history with 
code) to filter 
interface of IDE; 
Combines DOI 
with degree-of-
authorship to 
form degree-of-
knowledge 
(DOK) to find 
who knows what 
about the code. 

Multiple 
Tasks - 1st 
version of 
DOI 
(Kersten & 
Gail, 2005) 
and DOK 
(Thomas et 
al. 2010);  
 
Task 
Specific - 
2nd version 
of DOI 
(Kersten & 
Gail, 2006);  

Interaction 
(frequency of 
visit; 
recentness of 
interaction) – 
Mylar (Kersten 
& Gail, 2006) 
/Mylyn,(The 
Eclipse 
Foundation, 
2013), Tasktop 
(Elves, 2014) 
/Tasktop Dev 
(Tasktop 
Technologies 
Inc., 2013), 
DOK model 
(Thomas et al. 
2010) 

Own 
Usage 
Data 

Source Code 
- Mylar 
(Kersten & 
Gail, 2006) 
/Mylyn,(The 
Eclipse 
Foundation, 
2013);  
 
Document 
(pages, web 
pages) – 
Tasktop 
(Elves, 2014) 
/Tasktop Dev 
(Tasktop 
Technologies 
Inc., 2013) 

Not 
Applicable 
– DOI 
(Kersten & 
Gail, 2005, 
2006);  
 
Explicit – 
DOK 
(Thomas et 
al. 2010) 

Our work Supports read 
wear (paths in 
KaitoroCap), 
social navigation 
(paths, ratings, 
tags and 
comments), and 
collaborative 
filtering. 

Task 
Specific 

Annotation 
(ratings, 
specification of 
from which 
sections answer 
was found, 
highlighted 
content) 

Multiple 
Users 

Document 
(pages/wiki 
pages, 
sections on 
pages/wiki 
pages) 

Implicit 

 
Table 19 : Summary of Existing Works on Leveraging Usage Data  

 

In summary, our work supports computational wear, social navigation and CF. Exploration paths in KaitoroCap 
serve as usage ‘wear’ left by previous consumers. Visible usage data (such as exploration paths, ratings, tags and 
comments) serve as information traces which support some forms of social navigation. Chunks serve as 
collaborative filters for information needed for specific tasks. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 
The key findings from our studies are:  

• usage-based chunks exist (Section 0). 



• usage-based chunks of ‘Satisfactory’ usefulness can be found using factors that make use of the 
preference of the majority of those who rated (Factor AveR3 or R3), with the performance of these factors 
being affected by the participants’ background in SA and the different reading behaviour in on- line 
versus off-line environments (Sections 0, 4.3, 4.4) 

• the use of different groups of professionals to find chunks for different types of tasks: the use of academic 
professionals to find chunks for the task of getting an overview of the described SA, and the task related 
to architectural design on security; and the use of industry practitioners to find chunks for tasks related 
to system changes (Section 4.5). 

The usefulness of usage-based chunks give some insight on their support of information searching in ADs when 
similar information-seeking tasks are undertaken. The usefulness of chunks were determined using criteria which 
trade-off the recall and precision measures of the chunks. These two measures tell us how complete and precise a 
chunk is for the specific information-seeking task. As a collection of related pieces of architectural information 
needed for a particular task, a chunk simplifies finding of information by consumers engage with similar tasks, 
by enabling related architectural information which may be dispersed in an AD to be retrieved collectively as a 
unit. 

To support information searching in ADs, most existing studies focus on the production aspect of ADs or AK. 
We explore the other side of the coin, by proposing usage-based chunks found from consumers’ usage of the 
information in ADs when they engage with information-seeking tasks. These chunks can be used to explore ADs 
when performing similar information-seeking task. Our usage-based chunking approach shows potential for 
collaborative construction of architectural chunks. It seems to be able to identify chunks relatively well even from 
a relatively small number of people wanting to use an AD for a given task. We have a proof-of-concept tool 
(KaitoroCap) that shows how identified chunks can be presented as restructured documents. However, there are 
still many things that need to be addressed. For example:  

• how useful do end users find the identified chunks in practice?  
• what is the best way of presenting the chunks to users - as we have done in KaitoroCap or is there a better 

way?  
• how is it best to identify the task that a person has and match that to a previously identified chunk?  

Our work can also be extended in a number of ways, such as, to use interaction data for identifying chunks and to 
study usage-based chunking in other types of documentation.  

In conclusion, the novelty of our work lies in chunking of architectural information based on usage of ADs. Our 
work provides a new starting point for future tool builders of AK management or AD. It also provides a new 
direction for a collaborative construction of AK at a higher level than individual architectural elements.  
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